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1Introduction
We can agree that Prevention is better than cure, whether it is matter of health, security
or any other aspect of life. As an example, at an accident spot; before administrating
any emergency medication it might be suitable to quickly check for victims allergic
response to it. Airport security often needs to test for explosives or narcotics. People
with diabetes regularly monitor blood glucose as control measure in order not to escalate
the disorder.
In recent decades humanity has achieved great success over communicable diseases
which were historically massive epidemics. Few of such diseases under fair control
are polio, tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS etc. However our lifestyle has given us chronic
illnesses or also known as non-communicable diseases (NCD). These disorders include
cancer, diabetes, heart disease and mental illnesses. Although such disorders used to
occur at old age, now-a-days onset age these have drastically come down. This makes
society unhealthy, less productive and unhappy. Such a population adds huge overhead
or economic burden on the economy of the country. Therefore strategic actions to
emphasize preventive medicine and early disease diagnostics must be deployed.
Point-of-Care(PoC) sensors are compact, low-cost and provide rapid analysis ()typ-
ically within 30 minutes). The term PoC sensors really means that the sensor could
be used wherever required, not limited to dedicated analysis laboratories. Such sensors
could be of tremendous help for the preventive strategy.
A critical review published by Chin et al. [1] gives an excellent list of companies
working towards developing PoC devices, out of which many are based on fluorescence
detection. In the table1.1 some of the examples of fluorescence based sensors are sum-
marized.
(Some of the acronyms from table- f-TIR: frustrated total internal reflection; SAF:
supercritical angle fluorescence, TIR: total internal reflection, LOD: limit of detection)
Immunoassay technique is extremely sensitive and highly specific. Sensitive means
that it can detect extremely low concentrations of the analyte. Specific means that the
assays themselves are less susceptible to non-specific bindings. Though environmental
changes such as temperature or the medium in which assay is carried out may affect the
specificity. Immunoassay technique combined with fluorescent labeling is very flexible
mainly due to availability of wide range of fluorescent labels to choose from. It also
benefits from progress in image sensors and photo detector technology.
Despite these inherent advantages, it is only in the last decade commercial PoC
devices are being developed based on fluorescence detection. Many sensor platforms
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Table 1.1: Examples of fluorescence based PoC Sensors
Detection method Analyte/Assay Novelty Performance
Fluorescence micro-
scope [2]
c-reactive pro-
tein
capillary driven fluidic
chip
1ng/mL, 5 minutes,
5µL of serum
CCD imaging device
measuring change in f-
TIR [3]
Troponin-I,
morphine
magnetic nanobeads
assay, no fluidics is
required
3pM for cTnI,
30ng/ml for mor-
phine
Microfluorimeter with
photodiode and LED
[4]
Gliadin protein
for celiac disease
reflector or metalized
surfaces inside the flu-
idic chip
4.1 ng/mL
In-situ fluorimetry
photodiode and LED
[5]
phytoplankton
fluorescence
Application and ultra
low cost
4% error compared
to commercial,
good enough
CCD based detection
of evanescently excited
fluorescence [6]
general purpose,
high throughput
single mode waveg-
uide, gratings to
in-couple laser in
1 pg/mL
Spectrofluorometer [7] pH sensitive dye
inside solgel-
based matrix
to measure
dissolved CO2
ratiometric measure-
ment using dual LED
excitation
35 ppb LOD
SAF detection using
photomultiplier [8]
Streptavidin -
IL2
Paraboloid element for
focus SAF only
subpicomolar
Lateral flow assay [9] Mycotoxin - fu-
monisin
Assay itself <5ug/L
Fiber collection into
spectrometer [10]
antibody anti-
gen (CRP)
TIR guided fluores-
cence out-coupling by
cutting chip at 60◦
0.1mg/L
Fluorimeter [11] nanoparticle an-
tibodies for car-
diac cTnT and
cTnI
Fluorescence polariza-
tion anisotropy mea-
surment
cTnT, cTnI 15 pM
for both
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are demonstrated in the academic and patent literature. Only few of these have been
actually been successfully transferred from lab to at least a start-up and very few make
it to commercial markets.
Instead of fixating on summarizing only the performance parameters such as sen-
sitivity, detection limit and estimated cost, I have followed a different approach. Six
relevant published examples (5 academic + 1 commercial) are concisely explained and
illustrated. This provides an insight into what kind of innovation or ”thinking different”
is necessary.
1.1 Point of Care (PoC) Sensors
1.1.1 Magnetic beads assay
Figure 1.1: Schematic and single measurement adopted from [3] - (b)Magnetic
beads assay controlled by two electromagnets (e) Signal drops as more and more beads are
collected at the interface
Working principle: When light incident upon a substrate is reflected back in air
such that it undergoes total internal reflection(TIR) inside the substrate, result is called
frustrated-TIR or f-TIR. The arrangement of the sensor is shown in figure 1.1(a). Mag-
netic nanoparticles gets attached on the surface from where the beam is reflected. This
causes drop in beam intensity as a function of concentration of particles then monitored
by a camera. Examples of such intensity changes monitored by camera are shown in
figure 1.1(b).
Morphine Assay: Anti-morphine antibodies are attached to magnetic nanoparticles.
Surface is provided with morphine conjugated to BSA. Sample containing morphine is
mixed with nanoparticles. As a first step electromagnets bring all nanoparticles close
to bottom surface. Particles bound to morphine do not bind to surface while others
free of morphine do. Then electromagnets move away the particles which are unbound
and weakly bound. At this point signal increases to maximum.
Paper also demonstrates other assays including Cardiac Troponin-I and substance of
drug abuse.
Claimed advantages are: Microfluidics is not required since there is no need to flow
solutions, low cost cartridge, multiplexed assays possible.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic and photograph of SAF platform adopted from [8] - Shows
arrangement with disposable cartridge and optical paths of excitation and emission
1.1.2 Supercritical Angle Fluorescence platform
It consists of a tube with specially designed paraboloid optical lens at the bottom. Top
surface of this lens forms the sensing area. Fluorescent analyte is excited using laser,
dichroic mirror and a 90◦prism as shown in 1.2. Due to paraboloid lens only supercrit-
ical angle fluorescence is focused back into a photomultiplier tube.
Their work demonstrated an assay based upon functionalized Zeonex plastic using
silanes + Dextran hydro-gel. Dose-response was measured using Streptavidin and bi-
otinylated IL-2 capture antibodies . The platform detects only evanescently out-coupled
fluorescence, specifically coupled into forbidden zone. A small disposable cartridge has
also been developed. Novelty lies in design of paraboloid element.
1.1.3 TIR Guided Fluorescence Out-coupling
Figure 1.3: Schematic adopted from [10] - Show the fluid flow and optical paths of
excitation, out-coupling and detection
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Fluorescence emitted close to a thick PMMA substrate is guided by total inter-
nal reflection (TIR). Out-coupling is achieved by precisely cutting the edge at 60◦,
shown in 1.3. Assay involves PMMA coated with EUDRAGIT L100 anionic copoly-
mers then activated and attached with C5 capture antibodies (A or B or C types),
Sandwich assay contains C5 antibodies CRP antigen target antibody C7 clone with
DY-647 fluorophores. Fluorescence emitted is Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF). Pro-
posed solution reduces background signal by detecting only the evanescently coupled
fluorescence.
1.1.4 Fluorescence Polarization Anisotropy
Figure 1.4: Assay and Dose Response adopted from [11] - (left) Au NPs are attached
to Secondary Ab and Primary Ab are labeled with fluorophores. (right) Shows dose response
obtained from fluorescence polarization anisotropy assay
Detection of : Fluorescence polarization anisotropy using equation
r =
I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + 2I⊥
Fluorescence intensities of vertically ( I‖ ) and horizontally polarized emission (I⊥ ) are
measured by alternatively orienting the polarizer parallel and perpendicular.
Antibodies are attached with metallic nanoparticles. After binding, fluorescence
emission is influenced by close proximity of nanoparticles resulting in polarization
anisotropy.
1.1.5 Sensing with Consumer Technology
Smartphones have become ubiquitous in our lives. Their performances, varieties of
embedded sensors, quality front/back camera, computing power and sophisticated pro-
gramming options are breaking new grounds every year. It is totally possible to take
advantage of their hardware capability combined with intelligent algorithms to make
sensor platforms. Especially their imaging capabilities are demonstrated in articles
summarized in table 1.2
1.2 Commercial Point of Care platforms
Commercial interest for developing PoC devices is well justified. Figure 1.5 shows global
market overview. IVD market in 2012 was 72 billion USD of which PoC part was 21.5
billion USB (30%)[20].
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Table 1.2: Colorimetric or fluorescence detection based on Smartphones or Mobile Phones
Reference Principle, Commets
Tseng2010[12] Incoherent in-line holography. Image and hologram
reconstruction as output, data processing on com-
puter
Mudanyali2012[13] Image capture and processing. Automated reader for
lateral flow immunoassay strip
Shen2012[14] Image capture and processing. Automatic reading of
colorimetric urine strips
Navruz2013[15] Fiber optic tapering imager to focus image, capture
and processing. Image quality captured on phone
comparable to microscope
Wei2013[16] Fluorescent imaging of single nanoparticle and
viruses. Compact but high performance optical sys-
tem as attachement to phone
Zhu2013[17] Image capture and processing. Simple optical at-
tachment, whole blood cell counter on phone. Re-
sults comparable to automated cell counters.
Coskun2013[18],
Coskun2013a[19] Laser or LED excited fluorescence in cuevettes, emis-
sion captured and processed by camera. Urine Al-
bumin measurement, Peanuts detection for peanut
allergy. Design of a simple attachment to phone con-
taining optics and holders
Next section describes commercially successful PoC platform TRIAGE R©for detec-
tion of cardiac markers. The system is widely used at hospitals in USA. It was developed
by company BIOSITE Inc., recently acquired by Alere group of companies.
Figure 1.5: Global IVD Market Distribution in 2012 - Point-of-Care IVD comprises
of more than 72 billion USD, PoC Share 30%.
1.2.1 TRIAGE R©System
Sample: Whole blood or plasma in anti-coagulating tube
Assay Principle: A fluorescence resonance energy transfer(FRET) dye is excited at
λ = 670nm by a laser diode which fluoresces at λ = 760nm. The die is incorporated
into latex particles to make fluoresce based on principle of fluorescence energy transfer
latex (FETL). Emission is detected by array of silicon photodiodes.
Assay device: Contains a base, a blood filter, a lid and a label as shown in Figure1.6.
Assay process: Blood sample added in the sample zone enters the filter where RBCs
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Figure 1.6: TRIAGE R©meter disposable cartridge - Shows components on the chip.
are separated from plasma due to lateral flow. Plasma enters high capillarity zone
called Sample Reaction Barrier (SRB). Fluid goes from SRB to low capillarity zone
Reaction Chamber (RC) and delayed at the time gate (TG). This gives time for analyte
to conjugate with fluorescent antibodies in RC. TG is hydrophobic which becomes
hydrophilic because proteins from sample bind to TG surface. This process provides
the incubation time for assay which is typically 2 minutes. The detection zone is
hydrophilic channel which allows smooth flow to the end reservoir. The detection zone
has high and low positive controls, a negative control, and antibodies for the analyte
to be measured. The excess plasma washes the channel removing unbound analyte.
Figure 1.7: TRIAGE R©reader - Form factor is desktop reader and designed for labora-
tory use with little training.
Analytes Measured: This system measures many of the cardiac markers CK-MB,
Troponin-I, Myoglobin, B-type Natriuretic Peptide (BNP), NT-proBNP using different
cartridges. A single cartridge can perform maximum of 3 tests simultaneously.
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1.3 Motivation for Thesis Work
1.3.1 Opportunities and Problems Found
From all the platforms reviewed in previous sections, I see following opportunities to
improve upon:
1. Microfluidics substrate, mechanical support structures are separately fabricated
and then assembled with rest of the device. Assembling many things together
in a disposable cartridge increases cost of the consumable. Complete integration
would further reduce the cost of the cartridge.
2. Many devices use direct face-to-face excitation or fluorescence microscope like
excitation. Therefore exciter-detector optical path requires precisely aligned cross
polarizers and stack of filters in the reader. To reduce background signal in such a
configuration, optical elements needs to high performance and their cost goes up.
If we use off-normal illumination or use evanescent field excitation the background
will be minimal.
3. Many demonstrated platforms use photo multipliers or ultra low noise cooled
CCD or CMOS sensors. They are not portable at all. Use of off the shelf silicon
photodiodes or even better Organic Photodiodes (OPDs) will further reduce the
cost of reader as well.
1.3.2 Proposed solutions and demonstration
To improve upon all above points has motivated me to design, fabricate and evaluate
multiple biosensor platforms. Each one applies different approaches to solve these prob-
lems. This has allowed me to clearly identify the challenges of total integration without
loss of performance. I have demonstrated solutions to number of these challenges in
following three sensor platforms which together form my thesis work.
1. BioPLC
BioPLC stands for Bio Photoluminescent Coupling) This platform is based upon
evanescent field excitation of the analyte attached with fluorescence labeled anti-
bodies captured near a waveguide surface on a glass chip. This platform demon-
strates how to in-couple the excitation light from a photoluminescent polymer into
a low mode waveguide without use of exotic coupling techniques such as gratings,
prism, end face or butt coupling. It uses off the shelf low cost LEDs, silicon
photodiodes and longpass filters for detecting fluorescence from analyte.
2. BioCOP This platform demonstrates integration of mechanical support, mi-
crofluidics and optical in-coupling structures into a single plastic substrate. Grat-
ings are designed and optimized for in-coupling of excitation light into substrate.
They can be photo-excited with two possible approaches. For surface sensitive
detection and live measurements evanescent field excitation can be used. If mea-
surement during the assay is not required then after final washing step through
excitation with off-normal illumination can be chosen. A laser diode, silicon pho-
todiode and a very low-cost longpass foil filter are the optical elements used as
reader.
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3. PHOTO-FET This was an EU funded project PHOTO-FET(FP7-ICT-248052).
We developed fully disposable platform for simultaneous detection of three car-
diac markers - CK-MB, Troponin-I and Myoglobin. Microfluidics and all optical
components such as polarizers, filters etc. are integrated on the disposable chip by
lamination. Trans-illumination excitation is used and light sources are low cost
inorganic green LEDs or organic light emitters such as OLEDs or Organic Light
Emitting-FETs(LE-FET). Detectors used are silicon photodiodes or organic light
sensitive devices such as OPDs or Organic Light Sensing FETs (LS-FET). This
is a commercially developed system for company Molecular Vision Ltd.
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2BioPLC Platform
2.1 Introduction
Optical waveguides for fluorescence excitation and collection for in-field sensors began
with the use of optical fiber[21]. Optical fiber has distinct advantage of carrying the
signals to very long distances without much losses. But their properties can not be
changed with ease and their systems are cumbersome to handle. In contrast, planar
optical waveguides are easy to design and fabricate for given requirements, also very
efficient in exciting and collecting fluorescence. Zeptosense AG’s(acquired by Bayer)
bio-sensing platform has demonstrated and commercially deployed an optical waveguide
based fluorescence detection[6]. Planar waveguides have also been utilized for improving
the contrast in fluorescence microscopy [22].
Figure 2.1: Schematics of Single Mode Optical Waveguide platforms - Light is
coupled into a single mode waveguide by using gratings [6](left) and end face coupling
[22](right). Fluorescence is excited by evanescent field of the guided light.
Figure 2.1 shows schematics of both the mentioned examples. Zeptosense platform
consists of two parallel pads of gratings fabricated into glass close to longer sides of the
chip. A single mode tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) waveguide is deposited on the glass
substrate also coating the gratings. Fluorescent analyte is immobilized in the region
between two grating pads. A laser coupled into the waveguide excites fluorescence by
its evanescent field. The emission from analyte can be detected by a CCD imager
underneath. The second grating can out-couple the laser and used for referencing.
The gratings are fabricated into glass. The detection limits obtained are in range 1-15
pg/mL . Since very high precision of fabrication of grating is a necessity, the cost of
such a chip is close to 100 EUR.
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The microscopy platform consists of a polymer (PMMA n≈1.49) based low mode
waveguide fabricated on a glass substrate using a low index polymer layer (Cytop
polymer n≈1.34) acting as cladding. The thickness of PMMA layer is designed to
support only single mode. Cells labeled with fluorescent dye are fixed on the waveguide.
Light coupled into waveguide with edge coupling interacts with cell via evanescent
field only creating a better contrast image as compared by the paper. In such type of
sensors, coupling of light into a single mode waveguide with high efficiency still remains
a challenge.
Previous work at CSEM SA by Ramuz et. al [23, 24] demonstrated coupling of
Organic LED emission into a Ta2O5 based single mode waveguide. It has been used
with an Organic Photodiode (OPD) based spectrometer under EU project SEMO-
FOS(Project Nr. IST-FP6-016768). Later on, efficient coupling of light from a pho-
toluminescent polymer layer (PL layer), deposited on the similar waveguide was also
shown[25]. This work measured changes in spectrum of guided light corresponding to
analyte concentration. Complete dose-response test was not performed.
2.2 Motivation and goal
As already mentioned, cost of Ta2O5 single mode waveguide fabricated with in-coupling
and out-coupling gratings is very high. Interestingly more than 95% of the cost is for
making the gratings on a glass substrate. Similar coupling efficiency can be obtained
without use of grating and therefore it was intriguing to benchmark the performance
of a platform consisting of:
 PL layer based coupling of light into a single mode, Ta2O5 waveguide Evanescent excitation of analyte captured on the waveguide surface by guided light
 Off the shelf silicon photodiodes to measure intensity of emitted fluorescence.
In this chapter we benchmark such system. Development of one-step surface chem-
istry for such optical waveguides with better coverage and fluorescence intensity was
also performed. This was done in collaboration with Landquart center of CSEM SA.
2.3 Sensing Platform
The schematic of the complete sensing platform is shown in the Figure 2.2. It consists
of a glass substrate (0.7mm thick) deposited with 150 nm Ta2O5. In the center of
the waveguide, a photoluminescent polymer (PL layer) (ADS055RE or F8BT or MEH-
PPV) of thickness ≈ 100−200nm is deposited in an inert atmosphere of a glove-box. It
was annealed to remove any excess solvent. Finally encapsulated with ≈ 300− 500µm
thick UV epoxy and 0.3mm square glass piece to protect from degradation[26]. Two
custom designed and micro-machined microfluidics pieces were placed symmetrically
on two sides of PL layer spot. One of the advantages of the proposed configuration
was that due to symmetry considerations equal amount of PL light propagates in each
direction and thus allows for a stable reference. A chip prepared with above process
is shown in figure 2.2, bottom. The chip is placed in a specially designed and micro-
machined holder made in black ABS plastic. A blue LED is fixed just under PL layer
which has emission angle of 15◦so as to illuminate only PL spot. Two Si photodiodes
(Hamamatsu S2387, 5.6 × 5.6mm2) were placed exactly under the fluidic areas. Two
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of BioPLC principle - The device consists of a central excitation
channel and two detection channels for signal and reference, respectively.
optional photodiodes can also be used at the edge of the chip to monitor in-coupled
light or fluorescence emission from analyte.
Figure 2.3: Immunoassay reaction schematic - Waveguide surface functionalized with
hydrogel which is attached with primary antibodies. Labeled secondary antibodies are flown
through the channel which are captured on surface by primary antibodies. Evanescent field
of guided light excites the fluorophores.
The platform was tested with a fluorescence immunoassay based on IgG. The
principle of immunoassay is shown in Figure 2.3 After cleaning, chip surface was func-
tionalized with silanes + dextran based hydrogel using in-house developed process
(CSEM at Landquart). Just before the experiment hydrogel was activated by first
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washing with sodium maleate buffer, then using N-hydroxysuccinimide(NHS) + N-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbo-di-imide hydrochloride(EDC) in 2-(N-morpholino)
ethanesulfonic (MES) buffer to attach amine groups to the hydrogel. Finally primary
antibodies (Rabbit IgG in PBS) were attached to the surface to act as capture element
for labeled secondary antibodies.
2.4 Sensing Experiments
2.4.1 Fluorescent magnetic microbeads
While the surface chemistry for functionalization was being developed, we tested the
platform with polymer magnetic fluorescent microparticles(from Microparticles GmbH
www.microparticles.de). These particles have peak absorption/emission at 633/672nm,
are opaque and have nominal diameter of ≈ 10µm. Due to opaque nature fluorescence
emission is detectable only in the direction same as excitation. In our platform the
photodiode is on the same side as excitation. A long pass color filter was used to filter
out the any scattered background excitation. Photodiode currents were amplified by an
transimpedance amplifier with gain 106. The original stock solution of microparticles
Figure 2.4: Dose-response with fluorescent microparticles. - Concentrations of 0.1,
0.2, 0.4 and 0.625 and 1 wt%. Photos on right shows microscope image of one such layer
(top) and on chip excited by evanescent field (bottom)
was 1wt% (10mg/ml). It was diluted in series 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.625 wt%. Before
making each dilution, stock solution was lightly ultra-sonicated to separate the mi-
croparticles. For each measurement 2µL solution was drop casted in the sensing region
and was allowed to dry. The measurement was carried out by turning on the blue
LED to excite PL layer. The emission from PL layer was guided into the waveguide
and the dried fluorescent particles layer was illuminated. Before applying next dose
microparticles were wiped off with first with DI H2O and then with ethanol using a
clean-room grade low particle tissue. Complete dose response curve and illuminated
microbeads for highest concentration layer is shown in figure 2.4. Bright red light on
the edges of the chip is guided light scattered by microbead layer. Dark spot in the
center of particle layer is due to one sided emission from microparticles.
The detection limit (LOD or DL) calculated from 3σ (3 × standard deviation ) and
is estimated to be 0.031 wt% (0.31 mg/ml). This test validated the basic functioning of
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the setup. Actual bio-tests were carried out with different combinations of fluorophores
and PL layer materials which are explained in following sections.
2.4.2 MEH-PPV as PL layer
Figure 2.5: Absorption/emission spectra of used materials. - (continuous/dashes)
absorption/emission of Surelight P3 (dash-dot) MEH-PPV emission
MEH-PPV (Poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]) is high bright-
ness photoluminescent polymer (MW > 100k) which is used in Organic LEDs as elec-
troluminescent material. It is regularly used in our lab and was readily available.
MEH-PPV has absorption/emission maxima at 550/587nm. Figure 2.5 shows related
spectra including compatible fluorophore Surelight P3.
Chip is functionalized as explained in Section 2.3.
Figure 2.6: Single dose experiment, - MEH-PPV as PL layer and secondary antibod-
ies + Surelight P3 as analyte.(left) Response on used chip rise and fall due to inefficient
binding(right) Response on fresh chip rises by 3mV(without correcting for decay) and stays.
As a starting point, an old chip (used 5 weeks before for testing and stored inside the
glove-box after use) was dosed with 400µL of 100µg/ml analyte. The response recorded
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is shown in 2.6 (left). Reference detector (blue dotted curve) monitors intensity of in-
coupled light on the edge of the chip. Since encapsulated PL layer was already burned-
in, intensity remained fairly stable (decay rate -0.5mV/100s). PL layer decays faster
at first until all air inside the encapsulation is used up during photo-oxidation, which
is called burned-in effect[27]. Main detector showed 5mV increase at first but then
dropped to 1mV above the baseline during washing step. This was due to degraded or
already used-up functionalization on the chip.
Then same test was repeated on freshly prepared chip. As expected PL intensity
decayed faster (decay rate -2mV/100s) By injection of 100µg/ml, the signal increased by
about 6mV(after correcting for decay). It stayed at the same level even while washing
with PBS as shown in figure 2.6 (right).
From these experiments we concluded that the signal gain was not adequate (only
6mV/ per 100µg/ml). It can be explained from spectral matching in figure 2.5. The
overlapping of MEH-PPV and Surelight P3 emission spectra is very large. Due to
extended overlap guided light which is scattered by the fluidics and sensing area con-
tributes much of the baseline signal and makes spatial filtering ineffective. Hence we
replaced MEH-PPV by a narrow emission spectrum dye ADS055RE (American Dye
Source). Its emission matches with the fluorophore absorption as seen in figure 2.7.
2.4.3 ADS055RE as PL layer
Figure 2.7: Spectra of ADS055RE and Surelight P3. - ADS055RE emission perfectly
matches with the absorption of Surelight P3. (b) highlights additional peaks at 650 and
702 nm inside emission tail of PL
ADS055RE is phosphorescent metal complex used for making organic light emitting
devices (source American Dye Source www.adsdyes.com). It’s a small molecule (Mw
= 1458.51 g/mol) with absorption/emission maxima at 371/613nm. For testing this
combination of PL layer + fluorophore, we started with dose of 10µg/mL. The recorded
signal is shown in figure 2.8(left). The response was 0.4mV increase over the baseline.
Fluctuations at the beginning are due to air-bubbles. Response to 100 µg/mL is shown
in 2.8(right). It was 4.5mV above the base line. When flow-rate was doubled to
40µL/min for second dose of 100µg/mL. As it’s clearly seen that the signal rose faster
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Figure 2.8: Single Dose Experiment - ADS055RE as PL layer + secondary antibodies
+ P3 as analyte. (left) 10µg/mL dose (right) 100 µg/ml First peak flow-rate of 20µL/min
and second time with 40µL/min was used.
than before along with higher fluorescence signal. This is due to increased concentration
of secondary antibodies on surface. Additionally as seen from graphs, binding is not
permanent. This chip could have problem with the surface quality as we had seen white
clouds formations after deposition of PL layer.
Lowest concentration detected (10µg/mL) with ADS055RE-P3 combination is ten
times better than MEH-PPV (100µg/ml). We discovered problem with decay of encap-
sulated ADS055RE (decay rate -2.45mV/100s). Also at first use it decayed -1mV/100s
but as exposure continued it was faster. ADS055RE was excited by 365nm UV LED
since it absorbs only in UV. Organic materials degrade under UV exposure and this
forced us to search for alternative.
To overcome the limitation, F8BT (Poly[(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-
(benzo[2,1,3]thiadiazol-4,8-diyl)]) was tried as PL layer. Experiments with F8BT are
discussed in the next section.
2.4.4 F8BT as PL layer with Surelight P1
F8BT is a polymer (MW >100k) used as organic semiconductor in organic transis-
tors (OFET)[28], light emitting transistors (LE-OFET)[29], as well as solid state DFB
laser[30]. It has absorption/emission maxima at 430/540nm. A compatible fluorophore
surelight P1 was chosen which absorbs/emits at 540/666nm. All related spectra are
shown in figure 2.9.
For the tests, first the hydrogel was activated and primary capture antibodies were
immobilized on the waveguide surface, as already explained in 2.3. Dose-response test
was performed with 400µL of concentrations 5, 10, 50, 250 µg/ml, with flow rate of
20µL/min. The response recorded is shown in figure 2.10. Left axis (brown) is for
main detector and right (blue) is for reference detector. Between each dose, channel
was washed with PBS buffer at higher flow-rate of 80-100µL/min. Higher flow-rate
wash step is seen as small symmetric bumps in the graph. Unfortunately after first
dose of 5, an air-bubble entered into main channel. We reversed the flow and then
used maximum flow-rate(1 ml/min) to remove it (tiny sharp downward spike at about
50min). The signal for lowest concentration of 5µg/ml was lost. At the end of highest
concentration (250µg/ml) lower doses were re-tested. Chip was regenerated removing
bound secondary antibodies by flowing glycine/HCl pH=2.4 through the channel. This
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Figure 2.9: Spectra of Surelight P1 fluorophore, F8BT as PL layer - inset shows
optically pumped organic laser made with F8BT from [30].
resulted in sharp dips seen in the graph marked as regeneration. A 50µg/ml dose
applied after regeneration produced higher signal than before, for the same dose. We
attribute this to greater availability of free capture antibodies on the surface. Chip was
regenerated once more and dosed with even lower concentration (25µg/ml). A sharp
fluctuation in the reference signal at 286 min corresponds to a large air bubble in the
reference channel.
Figure 2.10: Dose-response in real time for F8BT - P1 combination. - Shows
response to dose of 400µL with concentrations 5, 10, 25, 50, 250 µg/ml
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The dose-response curve obtained by processing the data is shown in figure 2.11.
Response is normalized for signal gain respect to baseline for each dose. After regen-
eration of the chip, a new baseline is used for calculation. Correction for PL intensity
decay was applied by measuring drop on reference channel for the duration of the dose.
The limit of detection(LOD) calculated by using 3×σ of the baseline signal is 7µg/ml
of concentration. Taking into account total molecular weight of analyte molecule (15
MDa for P1 + 150 kDa for IgG = 15.15 MDa) it will translate to LOD = 462 pM
concentration.
Figure 2.11: Dose Response Curve - IgG/ anti-IgG Surelight P1. The inset shows
close up for low concentrations.
Photo of the complete test platform is shown in figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Platform test setup - Compact platform including optical chip, microflu-
idics and detection electronics.
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2.5 Discussion
This platform has major advantage that no mechanical alignment schemes are required
to in-couple light into a single mode waveguide. As measured in previous work [25]
coupling efficiency of > 30% is achievable. Availability of wide range of fluorescent dyes
allow matching with absorption spectrum of the analyte. Evanescent field excitation
makes it highly surface sensitive detection technique. MEH-PPV as PL material has
very long emission tail extending beyond 700nm. Doping and oxidation increase these
low energy transitions and further broadens the tail. ADS055RE is a very promising
candidate and it could still be used with by blending it with an inorganic matrix to
cut down the NIR tail. Organic matrix won’e be helpful because of auto-fluorescence
in UV.
The dye P3 had very small Stoke Shift which was making filtering even more diffi-
cult. There switching to P1 with Stoke shift of > 100nm proved very important.
Stability and lifetime issues of the PL layer have been minimized by use of F8BT.
The decay of order of only a few tens of µV/100s is achieved over entire 7 hours
experiment. Major challenge to overcome is still the spectral overlap in emission regions
of PL layer and the analyte. This overlap becomes dominant cause of background signal
at lower concentrations.
In the next part I have compared a theoretical model in relation to BioPLC platform.
2.5.1 Comparison with theoretical model
It known that presence of a dipole close to an interface modifies the emission pattern
and extensive theory has been developed by Ref. [31, 32, 33]. When the dipole is
near a combination of interfaces with refractive indices n1, n2, n3 such that n3 >
n2 > n1, then the dipole emissions are further modified. A model was developed and
is given in the book by Novotny & Hecht, Nano-Optics [34]. They have developed
analytical formulations which permit calculation of far field radiation pattern under
such conditions.
Baumner et. al [35] had studied and modeled a similar system. They have used
drop casted film of Rhodamine B as fluorescent dipole layer on single mode Ta2O5
waveguide deposited on glass (160nm thick). Figure 2.13(left) shows the definitions of
various powers used in the model in the form of cross-section of waveguide (blue thin
layer). Center of circle is the layer of dipoles situated on top of the waveguide (n=2.1).
Power radiated into upper hemisphere (air) is Pup. Power coupled into waveguide is
Pwg. Power in the lower hemisphere is emitted an-isotropically into two zones but
symmetric around central axis. Power emitted into so called ”forbidden zone” Pfo
at angles greater than critical angle between air and glass (αc = 43.6
◦). And power
emitted at angles less than αc is allowed power Pal. The simulation model assumes
dipole at the interface, i.e. distance form dipole to interface is 0nm.
Figure on right shows calculated distribution of defined powers as a function of
waveguide thickness. Since our waveguide is 150nm thick it is marked in the graph with
a red vertical line. Extracted values from graph for our waveguide are summarized in
table 2.1.
The power coupling efficiency from PL layer to waveguide is ≈40%. The same
estimation was made by [27] was found to be 35% using model from [36]. The difference
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Figure 2.13: Definition of terms and calculated efficiencies from [34, 35] - (Left)
shows the definitions of Pup, Pwg, Pfo, Pal, ,αC (Right) shows distribution of total power
emitted by a dipole at the interface h = 0 nm, as a function of waveguide thickness. Red
vertical line is for thickness of our waveguide 150nm.
Table 2.1: Emitted power by dipole layer extracted from Figure 2.13
Power Normalized Power Fraction of Ptot in %
Ptot 2.67 100.0%
Pup 0.25 9.4%
Pwg 1.059 39.7%
Pfo 0.96 36.0%
Pal 0.39 14.6%
could come from underlying model, analytical vs estimation from mode density. And
their model did not explain the distribution of power.
Now let’s consider these calculations in our platform’s scenario. Same model also
applies to analyte fluorophores captured or flowing very close to surface which were
excited by the guided light from PL layer. Our system measured Pal which is only ≈15%
of the Ptot. Instead Pwg (40%) or Pfo(36%) seems to be better choice to measure emitted
fluorescence. PL layer emission follows same distribution but has much high power
coupled-in e.g. for MEH-PPV Pin=650nW and F8BTPin=50nW[27] than analyte.
And due to spectral overlap in emission regions, it is impossible to selectively filter
only PL emission. In case of Pfo, it will be guided in the glass substrate. Critical
angles for PL layer and fluorophore emissions for peak wavelengths are 43◦ and > 62◦
respectively. This could be used as an advantage by placing absorbing layer at 43◦and
only detecting at >62◦. But again, the overlapping emission spectra would plague this
approach as well. Long lifetime narrow emission PL material similar to ADS055RE
combined with on-waveguide bandpass filters or an electrically pumped organic laser
could be a better solution, could be investigated in future.
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2.6 Conclusions
The platform was based upon PL coupling and evanescent excitation using a single
mode waveguide. It was evaluated with multiple combinations of PL layer materials and
labeled analyte which was goal of this work. Theoretical explanations of the problems
were described.
The performance of current system may not be adequate for high sensitivity require-
ment application (LOD ≈ ng/ml or better). But it does not require much hardware.
Practically it can made to fit on palm size system, of course without microfluidic pump.
But if there is a way to implement vertically dispensing simple fluidic assembly, the
platform could be exploited in low end applications such as environmental and agricul-
tural sensors or simple protein measurements such as albumin.
Sequence of processing steps is one of the difficulty. Functionalization of the chip is
harsh process consisting ultrasonication in water, dipping in silanes, rigorous washing
and heating. These can not be performed after fabrication of encapsulated PL layer at
the center of chip or vice versa. During this work, a safer path of first functionalizing
and then PL deposition was followed. The functionalized area was protected by fixing
the microfluidic parts immediately. Since the PL material is air sensitive all remaining
process steps were carried out inside the glove box atmosphere (¡3 ppm O2 and H2O).
Additionally to remove any excess solvent chip was annealed at 60◦for 30 mins inside
the glovebox. These were non-standard steps which might have affected functionaliza-
tion. But we don’t see this as a major limitation because surface chemistry based on
simple printing techniques are being developed[37] which can be applied after PL layer
fabrication. A huge opportunity is seen for using this platform with organic lasers,
especially with electrically pumped organic lasers. However the field progress has much
to catch up on that front. Measurements made with this work are summarized in the
following table 2.2
Table 2.2: Summary of BioPLC work
PL Layer Capture
Mechanism
Analyte Concentration
detected or
LOD
MEH-PPV Drop cast Screenmag red fluorescent
magnetic microbeads
310 µg/ml
(0.031wt%)
MEH-PPV Primary
antibodies
Surelight P3 Secondary
labelled Antibodies (IgG)
100 µg/ml
ADS055RE Primary
antibodies
Surelight P3 labelled
Secondary Antibodies (IgG)
10 µg/ml
F8BT Primary
antibodies
Surelight P1 labelled
Secondary Antibodies (IgG)
7 µg/ml
3BioCOP
3.1 Introduction
Typically optical biosensor lab-on-a-chip platform consists of three functional layers:
mechanical, optical and fluid handling. Excitation light is guided to the sensing area
where analyte markers are in-flow or captured. Often these layers are treated separately
leading to excessive hybrid assembly costs. Absence of monolithic integration is one of
the major hurdle between laboratory research and industry/consumer. Furthermore,
the consumable includes a glass substrate which is costlier than plastic. For fluorescence
based sensors, classical techniques involving epi-fluorescence or trans-lumination have
large background signal[38]. Total internal reflection fluorescence(TIRF) microscopy
drastically improve signal-to-noise ratio [39]. However dichroic mirror is a necessity
for both approaches and total optical path length is large. This makes it difficult to
package into a hand-held device.
Work done for BioCOP (stands for Bio Compact Optical Point-of-Care) platform
is able to combine evanescent excitation principle along with integration of fluidics, light
in-coupling and guiding optical structures into a smaller, plastic chip. The complete
system has potential to fit in hand-held like form factor such as a typical tablet computer
device.
Summary of challenges described above and our approach to tackle them are sum-
marized in the table 3.1.
Table 3.1: BioCOP - Targeted challenges and proposed solution.
Challenge Proposed Solution
Fluorescence Excitation In-coupling gratings embossed into plastic sub-
strate for TIRF
Microfluidic Integration Simultaneous two sided embossing of microflu-
idic channel along with gratings
Mechanical Support Substrate is monolithic - supports both optics
and fluidics, also acts as chip holder as well
The idea underlying theme of the chapter is summarized in next section. A Euro-
pean patent has been filed based on this idea and is currently under review.
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3.2 Overview of Idea
A plastic substrate with thickness t much greater than wavelength of lightλ (t >> λ) is
embossed with diffraction gratings on one side. Light can be in-coupled from monochro-
matic source such as laser or broadband source such as LED into this waveguide using
methods such as end-face coupling, prism coupling, in-coupling gratings. A simple
schematic of proposed idea is shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of BioCOP Chip - Coupled-in laser beam is guided by total in-
ternal reflection (TIR) and incident underneath microfluidic channel surface exciting TIRF.
Gratings are used for in-coupling and referencing. Photodiodes detect both fluorescence
and reference. A filter grating embossed under fluidic channel filters scattered laser.
The grating coupling offers numerous advantages. Once fabricated it is an integral
part of the waveguide structure. Hence, its coupling efficiency remains constant and
is not altered significantly by vibrations or ambient conditions. Grating can be coated
with protective low refractive index thin films (such as MgF2 or Cytop polymer R©,
n≈1.3). They can be fabricated by mass fabrication techniques such as embossing,
injection molding or even roll-to-roll fabrication. Its design can be tuned and high
efficiency of in-coupling can be achieved[40].
A microfluidic chamber having depth smaller than thickness of substrate (h < t) is
embossed on the opposite side. Depth is designed such that there is enough distance for
guided beam to travel underneath bottom of the chamber and other side of the chip.
The channel can be sealed by a transparent adhesive tape. A laser beam incident upon
in-coupling grating at angle α is diffracted into the substrate with angle θin. If θin is
greater than critical angle of surrounding medium and substrate interface, then beam
is totally internally reflected (TIR)and guided with minimal loss.
Placement of gratings and microfluidic on the chip are chosen such a that TIR
happens at least once underneath the fluidics area. This produces an evanescent field
which decays exponentially away from the interface. Though no energy is transmitted
across, the field can interact with medium above the boundary. Since this field extends
only up to a fraction of wavelength λ, it can interact with the molecules within short
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range; typically 50-500 nm depending upon wavelength, difference of refractive index
between two media and θin. If the biomolecules with fluorophores are immobilized
such close vicinity, excited fluorescence could be detected by placing photodiodes above
and/or below the fluidic channel.
Another grating named reference grating out-couples a fraction of guided light out
of the chip used for monitoring intensity changes in guided light. A long-pass filter is
used in front of signal detectors to filter out any scattered excitation light. A short-pass
filter may be used in front of reference monitor filtering out any fluorescence emission.
A filter based on grating is also present, fabricated below the fluidic channel. This
filters scattered green light and allows to pass fluorescence emission.
In the next section we will choose materials, specifications and then design the
sensor chip, hereafter referred as BioCOP Chip.
3.3 Chip Design
3.3.1 Substrate Material
It was important to choose a material which satisfies regulatory and technological
requirements. Therefore hot embossing/injection molding compatibility and approval
for bio-chemical sciences, to be more specific approved for IVD(in-vitro diagnostics) use;
were primary criteria for selecting substrate material. It was interesting to find that
there is no approved list of ’material class’ from which one can choose. Documents such
as EU/Japanese/US Pharmacopoeia, Bio-compatibility Test ISO 10993-5 only specify
guidelines and test requirements. Every manufacturer has to submit its material for
approval accordingly.
Table 3.2 presents important characteristics of materials to consider in relation
to fabrication process. Acronyms are as follows: Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),
polycarbonate (PC), cyclic olefin co/polymer (COC/COP), polystyrene (PS), Polyethy-
lene terephthalate (PET) and polypropylene (PP).
Table 3.2: Relevant characteristics of various thermoplastics. Tg is glass transition
temperature and Auto FL is auto-fluorescence.
Material Tg (
◦C) Auto FL @ 532nm Birefringence
PMMA 100 to 110 Low-Med Low
PC 150 to 160 Med High
COC/COP 80 to 130 Low Low
PS 130 to 150 High Low
PET 60 to 80 Med Med-High
PP -10 to 0 Med Med
Glass and plastics have inherent fluorescence known as auto-fluorescence. It creates
unwanted background signal, limits sensitivity and limit of detection (LOD). Plastics
have higher auto-fluorescence than glass. Due to increasing interest in fluorescence
based PoC platforms few groups have extensively characterized auto-fluorescence of
above listed materials[41, 42, 43]. Taking BoroFloat glass as reference; PMMA, COC
and PDMS possess lowest auto-fluorescence. Since PDMS is not compatible with em-
bossing/injection molding, COC and PMMA were short-listed. Birefringence of short-
listed materials vary among manufacturers. For example TOPAS Advanced Polymers
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[44] COC has lower birefringence than PMMA while [45] report the opposite for an-
other COC make. Therefore a simple test was performed by twisting a piece of PMMA
and COC observing under polarizer. Among samples of PMMA and COC in our lab
COC shows least birefringence. Lower birefringence is necessary if used with unpolar-
ized sources or else the design will behave differently for TE and TM part of the light.
As a result, COC was chosen as substrate material while keeping PMMA as backup
and PC as a last resort. In conclusion, COC has most desirable characteristics: low
auto-fluorescence (low background), low birefringence, low water absorption and low
moisture permeability(both necessary for long-term stability), high heat resistance ,
0.4 - 0.7 % molding shrinkage and low out-gassing (both for hot embossing or injection
molding compatibility). Low, uniform and consistent shrinkage is very important to
maintain precise grating profiles after embossing.
Therefore we decided to develop the process for hot embossing on COC (TOPAS
6013M-07). Only slight disadvantage found was weak adhesive bonding without plasma
pretreatment due to low surface energy of the polymer. But as is the case with many
of the plastics listed above.
3.3.2 Fluorescence immunoassay
Choice of immunoassay is tricky depending upon target application, the platform used,
cost involved etc. Developing an immunoassay is extremely tedious and expensive
process. In order to avoid optimizing immunoassay, a simple IgG based heterogeneous
assay was chosen. A whole range of fluorophores conjugated to secondary antibodies
are available. A comprehensive list of fluorophores can be found on the website [46].
We chose dyes Surelight P1 and P3 developed by Columbia Biosciences. P1 and P3
dyes are extremely bright, stable and have very large extinction coefficients. Though
they have large molecular weights ranging from 10-15 MDa. Immunoglobulin-G(IgG)
are also quite large molecules (Mw = 150kDa). Each P1/P3 dye molecule can bind
more than one antibodies per dye molecule1. Since antibodies are present all around
the molecule, large size does not create hindrance for binding reaction. They have been
used in ultra-low molar detection assay[47, 48]. In short, they possess most desirable
characteristics for a PoC device development. Table 3.3 shows summary of excitation
wavelengths and corresponding dye combination for BioCOP platform.
Excitation sources are narrowed down to readily available low cost semiconductor
laser diodes. Though 405nm laser is cost effective in terms of power output/EUR, it
dramatically increases auto-fluorescence in plastics. At a later stage, 612/633 nm red
laser and collimated super-bright LEDs could be tested.
Excitation Wavelength Fluorophore Emission
Green 532nm Surelight P1 (PBXL-1) 666nm
Red 633nm Surelight P3 (PBXL-3) 660nm
Violet 405nm Pacific Green/Blue 455nm / 500nm
Table 3.3: Selected fluorophores for given excitation wavelength.
Surelight P1 fluorophore with excitation source λ = 532nm was chosen. It also give
opportunity to compare BioCOP platform with BioPLC platform 2 where similar assay
was used. Figure 3.2 shows relevant spectra of absorption emission of P1, 532m laser
1answer to query from technical support at Abcam Inc.
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line and responsivity of photodiode used. For validation of a bio-sensing platform
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Figure 3.2: Fluorescence spectra of Surelight P1 - Plot shows excitation and emission
spectra of selected fluorophore Surelight P1 along with 532nm laser and responsivity of the
Si photodiode (Hamamatsu S2387)
dose-response test must be performed. Such a test could be performed either with one-
dose-per-chip or serial-loading method. Normally for standard testing of an IVD one has
to use former process. It involves running one chip from a set of chips applied with one
concentration and many of such sets are repeatedly measured to get an idea of coefficient
of variation (CV). However at very early stage of proof of concept, later approach
could be easier to work with. A chip testing is started with lowest concentration to be
measured and the response is recorded continuously then next concentration is applied
and procedure continues until saturation or maximum concentration. Mostly chip can
also be regenerated and reused. Few of such tests with same test conditions can estimate
the performance of the platform. This serial-loading approach is planned to be used
for BioCOP.
3.3.3 Two sided embossing
Fabrication point of view, gratings are 3-D structures of few cm2 geometrical outline
area, each element tens to hundreds of nm wide and the depth ranging from few tens to
hundreds of nm. In contrast , microfluidic depth ranges from few tens to hundreds of
micrometers and area outline is few mm2 [49]. Such depth contrast makes it extremely
difficult to emboss both structures on same side of the substrate while keeping accurate
geometry and high throughput fabrication e.g in roll-to-roll process. Therefore emboss-
ing is made on opposite sides as shown in figure 3.1. However, this condition is neither
mandatory nor is a limitation of BioCOP. In fact nanofluidics is an emerging field[50]
and seen as rather an excellent opportunity to investigate in the future.
3.3.4 Total internal reflection (TIR) angle
Since the waveguide is sufficiently thick (t >> λ where t > 1mm and λ =405, 532 or
633nm) we can treat the light guiding with geometrical optics model[51] Light coupled
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into the substrate will be guided by TIR if incidence angle at substrate-medium interface
is greater than the critical angle θc, i.e.
θin > θc where θc = arcsin(
nmed
nsub
) (3.1)
Where nsub and nmed are refractive indices of substrate and medium, respectively. Table
3.4 shows critical angles for commonly encountered optical interfaces.
Table 3.4: Critical angles θc for various optical interfaces including Zinc Sulphide(ZnS)
and Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, pH=7.5)
Substrate λ Air H2O PBS
material/n 532 nm 1.0003 1.3337 1.335
COC 1.5361 40.6 60.3 60.4
PC 1.5919 38.9 56.9 57
PMMA 1.4947 42 63.2 63.3
Ta2O5 2.1 28.4 39.4 39.5
ZnS 2.2847 26 35.7 35.8
If θin is incident angle waveguide-medium, then condition obtained for design is:
θin > θc =60.3
◦for COC-H2O and θin > θc = 40.6◦for COC-Air interface.
3.3.5 Evanescent Field
Figure 3.3: Variation of penetration depth d with TIR angle - When (θin − θc) ≈
0.1◦, d ≈ λ
During total internal reflection although no energy is transmitted across the in-
terface, an evanescent field exists at the interface. The intensity of light (in W/cm2)
decays exponentially away from the interface (along x-axis) given by,
I(x) = I(0)e−x/d (3.2)
where d is penetration depth in meters given by the equation
d =
λ0
4pi
1√
n2sub sin
2 θin − n2med
(3.3)
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This condition is true when no other interface (with n > nmed) is in close proxim-
ity (separation > wavelength). Otherwise energy can be transferred via evanescent
coupling used in technique such as slot waveguide resonators[52].
The plot of penetration depth for COC-Air and COC-H2O interface is shown in
figure 3.3
When (θin − θc) ≈ 5◦, d ≈ 0.4λ, and for (θin − θc) ≈ 10◦ it is about 0.25λ. For
highly surface sensitive technique i.e. to excite molecules very close to the interface
(≈50-100nm) small penetration depth is desired. For our sensor, a larger penetration
depth means higher intensity close to interface resulting in higher fluorescence excita-
tion. However this could also increase contribution from molecules flowing away from
interface. Therefore a trade-off between signal gain over background and excited vol-
ume is necessary. While this parameter linearly controls how much volume is excited,
the major determining factor is spot-size of incident beam.
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3.3.6 Placement of gratings and fluidics
Following figure 3.4 shows a detailed schematic of the chip showing all the parameters
required for further design calculations. At this moment, grating is considered only as
entry point for the beam into the substrate at required angle θin.
Figure 3.4: BioCOP Chip Detailed Schematic - Shows all parameters
Where,
t = thickness of the substrate
αin = incidence angle on grating surface
θin= in-coupled angle into substrate
W0 = beam width of laser output
W1 = incident beam width for angle αin
S = distance between center of two consecutive TIR spots
l, b, h = length, width, depth of microfluidics respectively
Because of non-normal incidence beam shape will expand only along one axis be-
coming elliptical while the other axis would be unchanged. Enlarged width W1 is,
W1 = W0/ sin(90
◦ − α) = W0/ cosα (3.4)
Also the separation S between TIR spots irrespective of their side is,
S = t× tan θin (3.5)
If N number of TIR bounces are required for beam between grating to fluidics area,
then total perpendicular distance Stot between them is,
STOT = S(N + 1) = t tan θin(N + 1) (3.6)
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Since optimal θin is fixed; photodiode size, sealing tape side margin and fabrication
tolerances are primary constraints.
Finally total optical path length Zt starting from in-coupled position to the bottom
surface of micro-fluidics is (figure 3.4),
Zt = (N + 1)
√
t2 + S2 − h
cos θin
(3.7)
or could also be written as,
Zt =
t(N + 1)
cos θin
(3.8)
3.3.7 Excitation beam width
Minimum width lmin of microfluidic chamber must be larger than incident beam spot-
size underneath, to avoid scattering from the edges of fluidics. Some of the terms
related to spot size are presented in coming paragraphs.
Figure 3.5: Divergence Definition - Shows schematic of spot size measured at two
different points along beam axis.
Collimation of a beam is defined by its divergence. If Df and Di are final and
initial beam diameters measured at length difference of L then full divergence angle Θ
as shown in 3.5 is given by,
Θ = 2 arctan(
Df −Di
2L
) (3.9)
∴ Df = 2L tan(Θ/2) +Di (3.10)
If incident spot-size on the grating is Di = W1 = W0/ cosα , then after traversing
optical path Zt, final spot-size underneath fluidic area is,
D = 2Zt tan
Θ
2
+
W0
cos(α)
(3.11)
Since Θ << 1c =⇒ tan(Θ/2) ≈ (Θ/2) ∴ the equation simplifies to,
D u ZtΘ +
W0
cosα
(3.12)
Fabrication tolerances and alignment margins also add up in the final chamber size.
These values are fixed to total of 0.5mm. To get a clear picture of interdependence
of these parameters, they are plotted in the Figure 3.6. For N=4, substrate thickness
significantly affects spot size. Furthermore thicknesses 4-5mm are way too thick, also
difficult for two sided embossing. preferred range is 1-3 mm. At current stage, larger
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Figure 3.6: Varying parameters for design decision. - Shows increase in spot size
(D − W1) with number of bounces N and substrate thickness t, for both air and H2O
interface.
separation (STOT ) is desirable as allows larger tolerance. Therefore t = 3mm was
chosen as a starting point.
The laser diode chosen is DJ532-10( Thorlabs 532 nm, 10 mW, DPSS Laser). It
has divergence of 12 mrad. That means if Di=1mm then after 10 cm distance diameter
would be Df = 2.2mm.
Figure 3.7: Spot size measured on CMOS imager without imaging lens - (a)
Direct laser output, L=24.5±0.1cm, Df = 1.24± 0.1mm (b)Focussed and recollimated into
a line by two cylindrical lenses(f = 50mm and f = 5mm), iris, L=13.8±0.1cm after iris,
Df = 0.7±0.05mm (c) Focussed by single plano convex lens f = 50mm, Df = 130±13µm,
L=50±±1mm after lens
In order to measure spot-size of our laser diode, beam was directly incident (at
much lower power than 10mW) upon image sensor of a monochrome CMOS camera,
without any imaging lens. Following figure 3.7 shows images obtained with different
beam shaping optics. Each measurement is with same exposure time (400µs) and
constant current laser driver between 135-140 mA. From (a), we can back-calculate the
initial diameter of laser beam to be 900± 50µm.
From equation 3.6, 3.8 and 3.12 we can come up with following design considera-
tions. Angle α influences D the most, therefore make it as close as possible to zero
i.e.design grating for normal incidence or near-normal incidence. If final reader size
does not increase beyond hand-held, use minimal focus-collimation optics e.g. a single
aspherical lens. These considerations are summarized in table 3.5
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Table 3.5: Design considerations for chip dimensions, placements of gratings and microflu-
idics
Priority What to do? Where to take care of or/and Why?
High Reduce α→ 0 Grating design for normal incidence
Medium Reduce W0, Θ Minimal optics for beam focus and re-collimation
Low Optimize N, t Depends upon tolerances, STOT
None θin is fixed Fixed due to optimum penetration depth
3.3.8 Mask Design
Work described till here allows to design mask layout. For easy reference, mask
schematic for a single chip with calculated dimensions is illustrated in figure 3.8. A
single chip is 66×15mm2 wide and 3 mm thick. TRIAGE system described in sec-
tion 1.2.1 which is ≈ 104 × 39mm2. By comparison BioCOP chip is 66% smaller and
therefore has enough space for including additional components such as blood filter,
fluidic delay lines, in the future. As mentioned earlier chip has two sides: grating and
fluidics side. The in-coupling grating is situated between fluidics chamber and reference
grating. These gratings can be used interchangeably due to identical design. Grating
pads are kept much larger to allow linear translation of spot across the chip. A filter
grating which we will discuss in forthcoming section 3.5.5, is placed just beneath the
chamber on the grating side. There is adequate space on both edges (about 19-22mm)
to hold the chip. Microfluidic chamber is 10mm x 1mm x 0.1mm in size and curved
rectangular shaped.
Figure 3.8: Mask schematic indicating all designed dimensions.(not to scale)
- (Top) Top view as seen from fluidics side and (Bottom) Cross sectional view showing
placement of components with respect to each other.
Figure 3.9 shows mask layouts made with CleWin mask design software. Figure
3.9 (b) and (c) shows grating side mask and fluidics mask along with their alignment
marks. Figure 3.9 (a) shows five chips placed on one wafer. Embossing is typically
done with Ni shims which are opaque. Due to unavailability of optical alignment, large
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sized orthogonal marks are placed close to the edge of shim outline(not shown in the
figure). These strategies allow manual alignment within precision of ≥ 500µm. This
Figure 3.9: Complete 5-inch wafer mask. - (a)Shows 5 chips designed on one 5-inch
wafer.(b) Grating side layout (c) Fluidics side layout
layout permits tuning of diffraction angle in the range as follows.
Using grating in the center: With N = 2, 49.5◦to 60.8◦, With N = 0, 74◦to 79◦
Using grating on side: With N = 4, 54◦to 64◦
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3.4 Electrical Design
For amplifying the photodiode currents a microcontroller controlled amplifier board was
designed. The gain required was in the range of 108 − 1010 for signal photodiode and
should be easily modifiable without manual intervention such as jumpers. Therefore out
of selection of all transimpedance amplifier architectures integrating, switched input one
was chosen. Burr-Brown (now Texas Instruments) has monolithic version of such design
with on-chip capacitor and op-amp for integration, IVC102. It has extremely low input
bias current of typically 100 fA(maximum 750 fA). Required gain can be obtained by
changing the integration time between 10ms to 1s and/or capacitance. Board layout was
specifically designed to minimize the leakage currents to input pin of op-amp. Another
design choice was to keep integration time as multiple of 20ms (for frequency 50Hz)
to minimize noise coming from power lines and stray light at same frequency. The
board can be operated on battery as it has been designed with high efficiency DC-DC
converter on-board. Photo of the board is shown in figure 3.10. The amplifier board
was named as SUPERAMP for its ”Superior Performance”. The microcontroller on
Figure 3.10: - Implemented board of SUPERAMP. Third channel is not soldered.
board was selected from AVR ATmega series. A watch crystal (32.768 KHz) was used
as time base for control waveform of the IVC102 amplifier. This provided low drift and
stable timing for amplification. The firmware for the microcontroller was written in C
programming language using CodeVision AVR studio. The board has trigger input to
start amplification cycle and trigger output to indicate end. It can also be put into
low power mode while keep running amplification process. A 3-channel version was
designed for BioCOP and another 6-channel one was designed for project Photo-FET
(next chapter). Typical control and amplification waveform with 500ms integration
time are shown in figure 3.11. Waveform on left is for dark mode and right one is under
ambient illumination. Channel 1 and 2 (yellow and cyan) are control waveforms from
controller while channel 2 (pink) is for amplifier. In dark the amplified voltage is about
≈15mV meaning ≈3pA current.
For another test for amplifier we connected a near perfectly dark photodiode (fixed
inside an sealed steel tube and contacts brought outside by a coaxial plug) to the am-
plifier. Same photodiode was also measured with a high resolution source measurement
unit (SMU) Keithly 2636 and tri-axial cable. With SMU we measured photo-current of
≈ 200−300fA. Using our amplifier we measured voltage of ≈ 10mV for 1s integration
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Figure 3.11: - (left)Dark (right)Under ambient lighting conditions.
time and 100pF capacitor which translates to measured dark current of ≈ 900fA. This
was done at 24◦C temperature. The difference between SMU and amplifier measure-
ment could come from shift from tri-axial to coaxial connection to the board.
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3.5 Grating Design
In this section, important aspects of grating design are introduced first. Then a range
parameters are calculated and finally simulation results and fabrication specifications
are presented.
3.5.1 Grating Performance Parameters
Optical diffraction gratings are typically fabricated as periodic variation of refractive
index. They can work in reflection or in transmission mode. Figure 3.12 shows a
typical transmissive grating embossed into a substrate with refractive index nsub and
surrounding medium index nmed. A grating can diffract a single wavelength at multiple
angles allowed by equation 3.13. These are called diffraction orders.
Figure 3.12: Typical transmission grating - It has rectangular profile with period Λ,
depth d. T0, T+1, T−1 shows transmitted order m=0,+1 and -1. Specular reflection R0 is
not shown. Diffracted orders on the same side as the normal w.r.t. T0 are +ve, opposite
side are -ve. Angles on the same side of normal are positive otherwise negative.[53]
Grating equation
The angular relationship of the diffraction orders generated by a grating is given by,
(nmed sin θi − nsub sin θd) = mλ
Λ
(3.13)
The index m is the mode or diffracted order number. Grating period is Λ, θi and θd are
incident and diffracted angles respectively. The sign convention in the equation assumes
that angles on the same side of grating normal have same sign. For orders, m is positive
if it is on the same side as grating normal with respect to 0th order beam. In figure 3.12,
transmitted orders T0, T−1, T+1 and reflected order R0 are shown. Direct transmission
or specular reflection is 0th order which always exists. Existence of remaining orders
for given λ depends upon Λ and incident angle. This equation is valid for incidence
from air (n=1).
Diffraction Efficiency η
For a particular mode, it indicates how much of incident optical power is diffracted into
that mode. Efficiency decreases with increase in mode number, if other parameters are
kept constant[53]. Hence, first order gratings are used to maximize η and in turn
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total optical power coupled into substrate. Calculation of diffraction efficiency is not
trivial. It is function of many parameters such as grating depth, polarization and
wavelength of incident light, refractive indices of materials involved. Therefore rigorous
electromagnetic techniques are used to calculation of efficiency.
Dispersion
When a poly-chromatic light beam is incident upon the grating, it will disperse optical
spectrum into it’s individual wavelengths. For single wavelength laser diode dispersion
is not relevant. A collimated LED beam combined with a bandpass filter could be a
viable option however more analysis is needed.
Most useful form of dispersion relation is,
dθd
dλ
=
m
Λ cos θd
(3.14)
Free Spectral Range (FSR)
FSR is band in input spectrum where wavelengths from adjacent diffraction orders do
not overlap. When using LED it calculates specifications of bandpass filter. To avoid
overlap for mth order FSR must be at least,
∆λFSR = λlong − λshort = λshort/m (3.15)
Stray Light
Manufacturing of gratings is not perfect which causes some of the light scattered into
unwanted directions. This stray light is unfocused and may propagate in random
directions. Such scattering emerges from defects, unclean surface and other regular or
irregular features. For small period gratings Λ < λ stray light is more pronounced.
Periodic defects in groove structure produces stray light which is focused along with
diffracted orders. Such stray light will be important for PoC sensor as it will impose
more work on the spatial filters. In this work proper handling precautions are taken.
However thorough measurement and analysis of stray light is not carried out.
All properties explained until this point are summarized in the following table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Diffraction grating properties
Property Definition Determined by
Grating equation sin θi + sin θd =
mλ
Λ m= mode number, Λ=period
Efficiency how much of incident optical
power is diffracted into given
mode
groove profile; (n,k) of surface ma-
terial, grating depth and period; po-
larisation and wavelength of inci-
dent field.
Dispersion variation of diffraction angle
θd with wavelength, α con-
stant
dθd
dλ = m/(Λ cos θd)
FSR band over which the wave-
lengths from adjacent orders
do not overlap.
∆λFSR = λlong − λshort = λshort/m
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3.5.2 Zinc Sulphide (ZnS) High Index Coating
High index dielectric over-coatings increase field confinement inside the grating which
in turn, if designed properly could enhance diffraction efficiency. The evaporation con-
ditions affect the index of thin dielectric coating. Additionally how thick coating is
formed also affects the grating performance under non-idea evaporations. Dielectric
coating of zinc sulphide(n=2.2847 @ λ = 532nm) is used during simulations and fab-
rication. Following figure 3.13 shows the grating geometries fabricated (Λ = 440nm,
depth≈ 320nm) with no ZnS coating and with 80nm and 150nm coating thickness.
Thermal evaporation technique is used with boat to substrate distance of approxi-
mately 50cm at pressure < 5× 10−5mbar.
Figure 3.13: ZnS coating on embossed grating - Λ = 440nm, depth = 320nm First
row images (a)No ZnS, (b)50nm(c)150nm shows simulation profiles approximating the real
structures in the images on second row. (d)ZnS=0nm Square profile is maintained(e)50nm
ZnS, Negligible sidewall has formed.(f)150nm ZnS larger sidewalls and mushroom like struc-
tures are formed. (SEM images obtained from Mr. Fabian Lu¨tolf, fellow PhD student at
CSEM SA.)
As observed from figure 3.13 (d), embossed grating is rectangular. After evaporation
of 50nm of ZnS, the groove profile is maintained with a negligible sidewall. However
as ZnS thickness is ≈ 0.5λ, it has formed significant sidewalls and in turn changing
the effective period of the grating. A simple linear relationship model is included
in the simulation for creating grating geometry (thanks to Mr. Guillaume Basset,
R&D Engineer at CSEM SA). A parameter named WallT (abbreviation for ”sidewall
thickness”) is introduced during layer-by-layer shaping. It calculates the sidewall as
fraction of thickness/period ratio. Simulation geometry in Figure 3.13 (b) is with 5%
sidewall and (c) is with 25% sidewall. The effect on chip performance due to this
non-uniform evaporation is discussed in later sections.
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(Note: The machine here is small and only used for thin ZnS layers for quick proto-
typing. For large multi-wafer evaporation with thicker ZnS, an industrial scale chamber
is usually used. Due to some unavoidable circumstances larger evaporator was unavail-
able. As a consequence smaller machine was used during fabrications of samples for
this project. Therefore this section is relevant for discussion.) Parameters of gratings
in simulations that can be optimized are: depth, thickness of ZnS coating and
period. For quick reference final design specifications are summarized in the following
table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Final Design Specifications for design wavelength λ=532nm
Specification Symbol Value
Design Wavelength λ 532nm
Refractive Index nSUB 1.5361
Grating Period Λ (for air) 266nm - 817nm
(for H2O) 266nm - 612nm
Incidence Angle α close to 0 deg
Diffraction Order m +1 or -1
Diffraction Angle θin Air-COC >40.6
H2O-COC >60.3
In-coupling efficiency η Maximise for given diffrac-
tion angle θin
3.5.3 Grating Simulations
Designing for first-order gratings is important to maximize power coupling into the
waveguide. From equation 3.13 we can deduce the range for grating period. Grating
equation induces condition (mλ/Λ) <= 2 for additions of two sines to be meaningful.
For Λ < λ/2, the grating acts as zero-order grating , no first order exists. If λ/Λ << 1
i.e. period much larger than wavelength, large number of diffraction orders will exist.
Therefore for 1st order (m=±1) gratings , λ/2 < Λ < λ is appropriate range. As a
result, boundary values for our grating period are 266nm ≤ Λ ≤ 531nm).
Purely analytical models for diffraction efficiency calculation do not exist. Therefore
they are simulated with Rigorously Coupled Wave Analysis(RCWA) technique[54]. GD-
Calc R©, a Matlab based RCWA library package was used. Simulation process steps are
as follows - specify grating geometry in Matlab code, define incident field, GD-Calc
then calculates scattered reflected and transmitted field for each diffracted order and
in turn η can be calculated. Gratings fabricated within this work are fairly rectangular
and symmetric (duty cycle ≈ 50%).
Range of incident angles are calculated using lower limit for diffracted angle as θc
using grating equation 3.13. They are summarized in the table 3.8.
Top half of table 3.8 is for COC-Air interface and useful reference for dry phase
assay. While bottom half is for COC-H2O interface for wet phase assay.
3.5.4 Simulation results
Simulations were performed for range of periods, depths and ZnS thicknesses (thanks
to Dr. David Leuenberger for help, R&D engineer at CSEM SA.). All simulations are
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Table 3.8: Incident angles and corresponding diffracted angles for each grating period.
This range provides penetration depth of in the range ≈ λ to λ/4 . T−1 order will be used
only for monitoring in-coupled light.
Period Incident Angle θin (T+1) θin (T−1)
nm degree degree degree
COC-Air
340 -34 to -20 40.8 to 52.7 NA
380 -23 to -10 41 to 53 NA
398 -19 to -6 41.1 to 53.3 NA to -69.7
440 -11 to 0 41.5 to 51.9 -65.7 to -51.9
500 -3 to 8 41.1 to 51.5 -46.6 to -37
COC-H2O
340 -13 to -4 60.7 to 76.7 NA
380 -4 to +5 61.1 to 75.5 -73.1 to -58.7
398 0 to 8 60.5 to 73.9 -60.5 to -51.2
440 8 to 15 61.4 to 72.8 -44.1 to -38.2
500 16 to 24 60.7 to 73.2 -30.8 to -25.3
made for unpolarized laser beam. Optimal results obtained are shown in following figure
3.14. Top part of the plot depicts the diffraction efficiency map of T+1 as function of
wavelength, incident angle. Bottom part shows resultant diffracted angle map. Thin red
line in the graph is guide for λ =532 nm. Grating parameters are: period Λ = 340nm,
grating depth d = 200nm and ZnS coating of 170nm. As seen from the map, at 532 nm
with incident angle of -13◦to 0◦we achieve peak diffraction efficiency. The diffracted
angle is close to critical angle.
A detailed mapping of diffraction efficiency (≈ 50%) with design wavelength 532nm
is shown in figure3.15. Period 320nm ≤ Λ ≤ 360nm gives optimal performance within
all set specifications.
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Figure 3.14: Diffraction efficiency map - (a) Grating geometry in 3D. Substrate is
COC(green), ZnS overcoating and medium around is air (b)diffraction efficiency of unpo-
larized T+1 order as function of incident angle and wavelength. (c)Diffracted angle variation.
Red line marks the λ=523nm.
Figure 3.15: Diffraction efficiency map - λ = 532nm, depth=200nm, ZnS 170nm,
Black dotted area are guides for useful diffraction angle range. White lines are ranges for
maximum and minimum grating period and corresponding incident angles.
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3.5.5 Grating filter
Resonant grating filters are widely used for filtering out lasers. In our sensor chip, we
decided to try out integration of such a grating based filter. Figure 3.16 shows the way
this concept was tested.
Figure 3.16: Position of grating filter in the chip. - Laser light scattered due to
fluidics surface will be rejected by filter while wavelength > 600nm will be transmitted.
Here the requirement on the filter was to reject any scattered green light(532nm)
at normal incidence or any direct transmission (T0). It should allow to pass light of
wavelength greater than 600nm i.e. the emission band of the fluorophore.
Figure 3.17: Filter grating simulation geometry. - Being out-coupling structure, it
is upside down. Top part is COC then ZnS coating and then at the bottom is air.
The simulation geometry used for filter grating is shown in figure 3.17. Simulation
results are displayed in 3.18. Simulations show that for 0th order, incidence angle bands
0◦to ±15◦, ±25 to ±55◦are blocked effectively. Due to narrow incident angle regions
where it allows to pass green light we need to use long-pass filter. T±1 orders are not
dominant. We note that filter grating with current design can not eliminate longpass
filters used in front of photodiode. It will act as a supplement integrated into the chip.
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Figure 3.18: Diffraction efficiency maps of filter grating. - Λ = 720nm, Depth =
360nm, ZnS thickness of 170nm. (left) T0 order direct transmission fluorescence emission(>
665nm) is coupled out with > 60% efficiency (right) T+1 oder is non-dominant for both
532nm and > 666nm
Finally, table 3.9 summarize the fabrication parameters for in-coupling and filter
grating.
Table 3.9: Fabrication Parameters
Parameters In-coupling/reference grating Filter grating
Period Λ 320 - 360nm 720nm
Depth d 200nm 360nm
Duty Cycle 50% 50%
Overcoating ZnS 170nm 170nm
3.6 Fabrication of Chip
The gratings are fabricated by holographic exposure of photoresist on quartz substrate.
Test structures embossed into sol-gel from such a quartz substrate are shown in figure
3.19 as SEM cross-section. These structures are then etched into quartz to achieve
specified grating depth. The sinusoidal groove shape made during holography is made
into square by in-house process on master nickel shim (Ni-shim). More replica of
master shim are made for use during actual embossing process. Both the in-coupling
and filter gratings are fabricated on the same substrate by two holographic exposures
for two different periods. Respective grating pads are made using the mask designed
in previous sections. Using the process described above, in-coupling/reference grating
shim with Λ =340nm, depth = 200nm and filter grating shim with Λ =700nm, depth
= 360nm were fabricated.
The process for microfluidics Ni-shim with structure depth of 100 µm was developed.
Mask layout for the microfluidics chamber is rounded rectangle in shape with length
l = 10mm, width b = 1mm and depth h = 0.1 mm. The pattern was printed on a
transparent foil with very high resolution (3600 dpi). This test pattern was transferred
onto a chromium mask by UV photolithography. Mask pattern was transferred into a
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Figure 3.19: SEM cross-section of embossed test substrates from quartz masters
- (Left) In-coupling grating Λmeas=340nm, depth = 129nm (right) Filter grating Λ=738nm,
depth = 221nm
thick photoresist (SU-8 or likewise) deposited on a blank Ni-shim. After development
of resist 100µm nickel was grown to match the depth of fluidics. Finally resist was
stripped to complete the process. Figure 3.20 shows SEM of final resist pattern before
final Ni growth was performed.
Figure 3.20: Fluidics transferred into resist on a Ni-shim - Shows clear and smooth
surfaces on sides and bottom surface.
For embossing of BioCOP chip, a COC substrate (3 mm thick, 5 inch square) was
sandwiched between glass plate, Kapton R©tape, silicon sheet and Ni-shim form both
sides. The process of hot-embossing was carried out in an embossing machine by pre-
heating at 90◦and then heating above the glass transition temperature of COC (160-
190◦C) at full load of 35kN. After the process is complete the sandwich was removed
out of the machine and de-molded close to room temperature. Embossed substrate
were immediately protected by blue adhesive-less foil on both sides. Grating side was
evaporated with 170nm ZnS in either of the chambers mentioned before. Following
figure 3.21 (b),(c) shows final fabricated chip from grating and fluidics side respectively.
Figure 3.21 (a) is provided as a reference for mask layout.
Another design of mask containing fluidic chamber along with passive fluidics lines
and inlet/outlet reservoirs was fabricated. The mask layout and final fabricated chip
with same procedure before are shown in figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.21: Fabricated chip photos along with mask reference for single chip.
- (a)Shows the mask layout for a single chip for both fluidic and grating layers (b) and (c)
shows photos of the chip from grating and fluidic side respectively.
Figure 3.22: Chip with passive fluidics design. - Left image shows mask layout and
right image shows photo. Dimensions for placement are same as in small chip, except with
the addition of fluidic delay lines. Reservoirs are not completely visible.
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Figure 3.23: Grating characterization AFM statistics - Left graph shows data for
340nm grating (reference and in-coupling). On right is the data for 700nm grating (filter)
3.7 Characterization
Grating surfaces on the final chip were characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM). Some of the images from AFM analysis are given in appendix . For comparison,
gratings on a second generation Ni-shim, chips fabricated without ZnS and with ZnS
are profiled. The results obtained are presented in following figure 3.23
Figure 3.24: AFM Images of in-coupling and reference grating -
Second generation shims were close but not exactly to the design specifications. For
340nm grating, mean period = 333nm, depth=160nm and for 700nm grating, mean pe-
riod=700nm, depth 227nm. After embossing into COC though grating period remained
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fairly the same, depth had downfall of more than 50%. Shim quality problems were
due to nickel galvanization machine which had recovered from a recent breakdown.
For 340nm gratings, a small change of period was observed. This perceived change in
period is due to ”sidewall formation” as discussed in previous sections.
It is know that thermally evaporated ZnS films are rough [55]. For our chip that
would create additional stray light and may increase background signal a little. But ZnS
layer adds more than 15-20% increase in coupling efficiency which should compensate
for it.
For spectral characterization, collimated white light was normally incident upon
gratings and zero order transmission was measured. Figure 3.25 (a),(b) and (c) shows
measurement for 340nm gratings, on three different chips (id 3, 4, 5). There is variation
of transmission dip among different chips. On the same chip, there is slight variation
between two 340nm gratings. Same graphs also contain simulated T0 curves for each
grating. An extensive set of simulations were performed in order to match the experi-
mental data. Simulation parameters are noted in each of the graph. It was found out
that sidewall thickness parameter (WallT) is most influential factor for matching.
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Figure 3.25: Matching of measured and simulated T0 data. - (a),(b),(c) T0 mea-
sured(symbols) and simulated(lines) for 340nm gratings. () grating in the center, (#)
grating on side. (d) Filter grating measured data only
It was not possible to fit filter grating data with the range of parameters that were
tried out. Additionally, as seen from figure 3.25 (d), three filters on different chips
did not show similar characteristics. They did not indicate strong blocking of 532nm
compared with pass-band as it was designed.
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Figure 3.26 shows microfluidics characterization done by profilometer and optical
microscope. Most chips showed similar profiles and were clean. A small upward convex
shape of the channel could be result of early de-molding but that can be taken care of
in the future. Channel edge quality was within acceptable tolerances.
Figure 3.26: Characterization of embossed fluidics. - Left plot shows profilometer
scan across fluidics channel. Right image shows optical microscope of half channel with
drilled hole for steel tubing.
3.7.1 Selection of filters
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of longpass filters of type: interference (Newport),
thick glass (Thorlabs) and thin foil(Lee Filters) color filters. - Show measured
transmission data for three filters. Red curve is emission of Surelight P1 for reference.
Use of crossed polarizers would be an ideal filtering choice for laser. However a
2◦misalignment between polarizers causes 3-fold increase in light leakage[56]. Therefore
it is not a viable option to be used in platform. Proper selection of long-pass filter is
difficult choice. Attenuation in stop band of long-pass filter must be plotted with
semi-log scale as shown in figure 3.27 to get a clear idea.
Filter characteristics are angle dependent. Therefore we created a simple experiment
to test these filters in a realistic scenario. A laser beam was diffused by using scotch tape
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and allowed to fall on an optical power meter (Newport 1805C). Power was recorded
with and without the filter. Figure 3.28 shows the clean and scattered laser spot by
scotch tape and also schematic of the test.
Figure 3.28: Realistic filter testing - (a) Laser scattered by scotch tape incident on
white curtain. (b) Clean laser spot (c) Schematic of test arrangement. Optical path is well
shielded.
Figure 3.29: Laser excitation and pass-band blocking of long-pass filters. -
CGA are interference filters from Newport (1mm thick). FGL are colored glass filters from
Thorlabs (2mm thick). Foil LP are thin color filters from Lee (0.3 mm thick). Values are
attenuation in optical transmission.
The test was carried out for 7 different filters and the results obtained as optical
transmission values are in table ??. Fluorophore emission was simulated with a 3mm
LED with similar spectra and similar test was performed. Red attenuation values are
listed rather than transmission for easier interpretation. From these measurements,
the best filter would be CGA610 or second choice be foil filters. Though they have
25% reduction in signal, they are extremely thin, cheap and very effectively block the
laser. This is very important for lowering the baseline signal and also improving overall
sensitivity.
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3.8 Biosensing Experiments
3.8.1 Experiment-01 Dose-response
The microfluidic sensing region is coated with perfluorophenylazides (PFPA) linked
dextran hydrogel using similar process described in paper [57]. Primary antibodies
(rabbit IgG) are attached to the hydrogel. (Surface functionalization on these chips was
performed in collaboration with Landquart center of CSEM SA). Secondary antibodies
(anti-rabbit IgG) labeled with Surelight P1 fluorescent marker in PBS (pH=7.2) is used
as analyte. The excitation source is a 532 nm DPSS laser diode (Thorlabs DJ532-
Figure 3.30: Experiment schematic and photo of illuminated chip. -
10) mounted in a thermoelectrically cooled mount and a constant current laser diode
controller. The emission from laser diode is collimated (divergence = 12 mrad) and is
unpolarized. The chip is fixed into a custom designed holder. The holder has windows
on the one side to allow laser input, fixing of detectors and entry for microfluidic tubes.
The holder is fixed on the X-Y translation stage which is mounted on a rotation plat-
form. This freedom of motion allows adjusting the incident angle and the position of
the TIR spots exactly under the microfluidics. The detectors are Si-photodiodes (S2387
series, Hamamatsu) which are fixed with long-pass interference filters (CGA610, New-
port). The filters are laser cut to match the size of the photodiodes. The photodiode
output is amplified by an op-amp transimpedance amplifier. The gain of the amplifier
can be adjusted from 105 to 107 V/A.
Laser current set to 150mA gave POUT=1.2 mW optical power at the input of the
grating. The angle of incidence on the grating is 4 ± 0.5◦ which leads to diffracted
angle into waveguide ≈ 76.7◦. Spot-size of the beam before incident upon the grating
is 900µm and underneath the fluidic channel is 1.09mm (using equation 3.12).
The chip is connected to a peristaltic pump (Ismatec IPC-N) which allows maintain-
ing laminar flow into the channel. The flow rate used during the complete experiment
is 20 µL/min. Initially we passed 800 µL of PBS through the chip to rehydrate the
hydrogel and measured the baseline signal. After that we injected six different concen-
trations of the analyte 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250µg/mL. Each concentration was dosed
with 350 µL solution. After each dose was completed a washing step was carried out
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with 400 L of PBS. Figure 3.31 (a) shows the real time response obtained during this
experiment.
Figure 3.31: Immunoassay experiment data. - (a) Data from the whole experiment.
(b) Extracted response from the plateau of each dose. 1µg/mL is not shown as it is same
as baseline.
Data extracted from plateau of each dose is plotted in figure 3.31 (b). The limit of
detection calculated is ≈ 2µg/ml (132 pM, Mw of IgG+P1 is 15.15× 106Da).
Scope for Improvement
1. Final spot-size was slightly larger(1.06mm) than width of fluidic region (1mm).
Therefore laser beam was scattered by the edges. This could be solved by making
the spot smaller and/or increasing fluidic width.
2. Diffracted angle in the waveguide was 76.7◦which means penetration depth of
≈ 110nm. We could reduce diffracted angle to increase the penetration depth and as
a result fluorescence signal
3. As soon as we start washing step, the response falls rapidly. This could mean in-
effective binding of antibodies to the surface and we are measuring bulk fluorescence.
 This was tested by fluorescence microscopy and results are presented in the next
section.
5. Excitation was on during entire time of experiment (about 4 hours) could have
photo-bleached the fluorophores.  Timed shutter or pulsed excitation fluorophores
may remain stable for longer time.
3.8.2 Experiment-02 Fluorescence Microscopy
The process with PFPA based surface chemistry was not fully established. Therefore to
find out about its quality on BioCOP chips we made a controlled study. Set of 8 chips
was divided into groups of 2 (a),(b), (c) and (d). Each chip surface was cross-linked
with PFPA and carboxy-dextran hydrogel was attached. (a) and (b) surfaces were
loaded with primary antibodies to act as capture mechanism while (c) and (d) were
without. (a) and (c) surfaces were blocked with Ethanolamine and (b) and (d) were
blocked with additionally 0.2% BSA. Then secondary antibodies with fluorophores were
flown in the channel (concentration=250µg/ml) just like real biotest and later washed
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with PBS for at least 20 minutes. Then the fluorescence microscopy was performed on
the chips and the images of one chip from each set is shown in figure 3.32.
Figure 3.32: Fluorescence microscope images inside the fluidic channel. - (a),(b)
Surfaces with primary antibodies blocked (c,d) No antibodies on surface only hydrogel at-
tached via PFPA linker. All surfaces are blocked by Ethanolamine only or additionally with
Bovine Serum Albumin(BSA). Area marked with while ellipses show fluorescence outside
fluidic area only in (c),(d) due to leakage under sealing tape.
We measured mean gray level at the center of channel, in all images. Chips blocked
with ETA + BSA showed lowest mean levels while chips blocked only with ETA showed
highest. Chips with or without primary antibodies did not show much difference. This
could be result of high amount of non-specific binding. All chips show very non-uniform
distribution of fluorescence and also show large clusters of antibodies seen as bright
red/white spots. However under such conditions we should have seen larger signal
during previous experiment which we did not. Surface chemist at CSEM Landquart
pointed out that 250µg/ml is very high concentration and it might have affected the
results. This corresponds to the experiment where we measured a massive signal for
this concentration but it dropped quickly after washing step. Due to time constraints
at this point, (in the frame of my thesis work) it was decided not to work on surface
chemistry and look for an alternative.
The search lead to Arrayon Biotechnology SA (Neuchaˆtel, Switzerland), a start-up
from CSEM SA. Chips for next experiments are treated with Arrayon’s chemistry -
OptoDex R©.
3.8.3 Experiment-03 Dose Response
Many improvements were made before next dose response test. A mechanical shutter
based on a hobby servo motor was introduced into optical path between laser beam
and grating. It was controlled by an Arduino board (www.arduino.cc). The board
was commanded to open/close the shutter by main acquisition program. To reduce
scattered green light, beam was focused and re-collimated into a line-shape by using
two plano-convex cylindrical lenses (f = 50mm and f = 5mm) as illustrated in figure
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3.7 (b). Inside sensing setup many light absorbing black papers were placed to absorb
scattered laser. Sensing area is functionalized with OptoDex R©and primary antibodies
(mouse IgG) are attached to layer in dry state by photo activation[58, 59, 60]. OptoDex
binds primary antibodies and then blocks any further non-specific binding. The quality
of functionalization was verified by Arrayon independently as part of service. During
test, incident angle on grating was α =-6◦which results in diffracted angle θin =76.4◦and
penetration depth=≈125nm. No T−1 order exists and therefore T0 beam was used for
reference with a pinhole and neutral density filter to reduce incident power on reference
photodiode.
Initially PBS was flown for more than 30 mins to hydrolyze the surface. Then doses
were injected (387µl) as follows : 0.985, 4.85, 8.32, 15.32 and 29.12 µg/ml. Real time
response obtained is shown in the figure 3.33 (a) and dose response extracted from
plateau of each dose is shown in figure 3.33 (b). The red fit is done with logistic model
and LOD calculated from graph is ≈0.1µg/ml (6.6 pM) which is an excellent result.
Figure 3.33: Dose-response test data - (a) Doses applied starting from 0.985, 4.85,
8.32, 15.32 and 29.12 µg/ml. Arrow indicates when dose was injected. (b) Extracted data
, lowest measured dose is marked for reference.
Starting from lowest concentration response was increasing steadily. For lower two
concentrations until signal did not decrease during PBS washing step. Which might
suggest proper binding of secondary antibodies. As concentration increased signal also
increased however we start seeing the PBS washing effect resulting in decrease of signal
and then plateau.
3.8.4 Experiment-04 Dose-response
After promising result obtained from previous experiment we decided to repeat it start-
ing from concentration of 50ng/ml. However we decided to increase penetration depth
to try if that increases fluorescence signal gain without increasing the background sig-
nal. The incident angle on the grating was set to -15◦which gives diffracted angle of
close to 60.6◦(Grating period 333 nm assumed. Gratings on chips were characterized
by this time during the work). This leads to penetration depth of ≈ 400 − 450nm.
Now the tricky part is that if the diffracted angle is less than 60.3◦then light at fluidic
surface would not undergo TIR, instead it will transmit through falling directly on the
detector on front side. This will lead to huge increase in background signal.
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For this experiment the doses were: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1000, 5000 ng/ml. The
response recorded and data extracted from response curve are shown in 3.34 (a) and
(b) respectively.
Figure 3.34: Dose-response test data. - (a) Real time response for doses: 50, 100, 200,
400, 800, 1000, 5000 ng/ml. (b) Extracted data. 50ng/ml was same as baseline.
The background signal did not increase as it would have if diffracted angle was
smaller than critical angle. So we could assume that penetration depth was indeed close
to what was planned. Furthermore the detection limit found in previous experiment
correlates with the lowest concentration that was measured - 100 ng/ml (6.6 pM).
3.9 Final Updated Design
Figure 3.35: Diffraction efficiency map for T+1 order - Grating parameters are
Λ = 440nm. (a) depth=320nm. (b) depth=320nm. Variation of incident angle and ZnS
thickness. Regions suitable for sensor chip are marked by lines dashed lines.
As discussed in section 3.7, filter grating was not working as per the design, hence
its removal was necessary. It was not possible to modify master substrate therefore
from in-house library of shims, period = 440nm, depth=320nm grating was chosen.
Figure 3.35 (a) shows the diffraction efficiency map for this exact grating as a function
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of incident angle and ZnS thickness. Simulations show results for both 250nm and 320
nm depth. They show similar pattern with peak efficiency at 10◦incident angle and
ZnS thickness ≈ 0.6-0.7 times depth (200nm and 150nm respectively).
We had designed very little flexibility for microfluidic chamber width. Width is
increased from 1mm to 4mm.
Tests with newly designed chips are undergoing and their results should be available
soon. Preliminary experiment carried out with single dose of 50µg/ml and using a chip
without ZnS coating showed ≈6 times signal gain over the baseline.
3.10 Conclusions
Starting from idea to step-by-step design of BioCOP platform was completed. The
formulation developed is highly versatile for making any changes in a very systematic
way. It takes into account complete optical path from laser diode to sensing surface
inside fluidic chamber.
We also found the effect of sidewall formations during ZnS overcoating. To cor-
rect for this phenomenon we introduced a adjustment parameter in the simulation of
gratings. Based on design specification obtained we designed a set of highly efficient
(5˜0% for unpolarized light) in-coupling gratings for λ = 532nm into a COC substrate
(3mm thick), for appropriate in-coupling angle into the substrate supporting TIR guid-
ing. We also designed an integrated filter on the chip based on grating for blocking
laser at incidence angles near normal incidence. The complete design and simulation
formulation is available in the form of highly extensible Matlab code.
Based on the designed parameters chips were fabricated by simultaneous hot em-
bossing of sub-wavelength gratings (Λ = 340nm, depth = 200nm) and high depth
fluidic structure (depth=100µm). The characterization of the chips was carried out
using AFM, transmittance measurement and optical microscopy. The gratings fabri-
cated on the chip measured final depth being ≈50% less than designed. This resulted
in reduced in-coupling efficiency.
Nevertheless, three full scale dose-response tests were carried out. From first exper-
iment many problems were identified and solutions were developed. Second and third
experiment saw a drastic improvements finally achieving limit of detection of 100ng/ml
(6.6 pM). The LOD estimated from second dose-response curve was in fact confirmed
by the last experiment.
The baseline levels of all experiments are higher than expected (should be close to
zero). With 1e-5 optical attenuation filter, how does the light escape and goes into the
detector? The answer is two fold. Due to reduced grating efficiency ratio of stray light
to designed order is higher. Furthermore laser beam continues to bounce from walls
chip contributing to excessive parasitic reflections. Therefore further work needs to be
done for reducing baseline to minimum. This can be achieved by increasing diffraction
efficiency for only one diffracted mode. By carefully tuning the length of the chip beam
can be recycled to bounce multiple times at the sensing area increasing the excitation
power. Signal gain can be improved by extracting Supercritical Angle Fluorescence
(SAF). Integration of the schemes demonstrated by [61] and [10].
Summary of three experiments is shown below in table 3.10.
This work on BioCOP platform has provided:
- Integration of optimized components into a monolithic sensor chip
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Table 3.10: Dose-response tests summary
Exp. Surface Pen. Depth Low/High Dose LOD Det. LOD Est.
# nm µg/ml µg/ml µg/ml
1 PFPA-hydrogel 110 1 to 250 5 2
2 OptoDex 125 0.985 to 29.12 0.985 0.1
3 OptoDex 400-450 0.05 to 5 0.1 0.1
- Proof-of-concept experiments indicate LoD of 100ng/ml for IgG assay
- Optimized first order diffraction gratings for design wavelength of 532nm
- Zero-order blocking filter for 532nm with pass-band above 666nm.
- Complete functional system for further testing
- Enhanced capability for combining evanescent field with signal enhancement effects
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4Photo-FET
To date, Lab-on-a-Chip type devices with integrated fluidics are not available for
true Point-of-Care (PoC) applications, specifically directly to patients. (with excep-
tion of blood glucose meters based upon resistance changes due to glucose-oxidase
reaction[62]). Although the chips themselves are cheap and small, they must generally
be used in conjunction with bulky optical light-sources and detectors. The lack of an
integrated, versatile detection scheme is a major obstacle to the deployment to PoC
device.
Organic photonic devices have inherent advantages over their inorganic counterparts[63].
Worthy mentioning are low cost fabrication on plastic substrates with very high through-
put and chemically tunable to desired characteristics. Viability of using organic light
emitting diodes (OLED) and organic photodiodes (OPD) into biosensing applications
together or separately have been demonstrated by numerous groups[64, 65, 66].
Organic field effect transistors for light generation and detection are relatively new-
comers in the field of optoelectronic devices. In this chapter we evaluate current state-
of-the-art organic photonic devices applied to a PoC sensing platform. This work
was part of an EU project Photo-FET (acronym for Photonic Field Effect Transis-
tors). The consortium involved in total six partners working towards developing an
integrated organic photonic platform for detection of cardiovascular health markers in
PoC setting. Partner Molecular Vision (MV) Ltd. (http://www.molecularvision.
co.uk) is a diagnostics start-up (now acquired by Abingdon Health group, UK) who
has developed a product based upon OLED and OPD devices[67, 68, 69, 70, 71].
Other partners included CNR Bologna (http://www.bo.ismn.cnr.it) for making light
emitting transistors and later light sensing transistors; Saes Getters (http://www.
saesgetters.com/) for encapsulation related technologies; Polytechnic Milan POLIMI
(http://cnst.iit.it) for integrated passive optics and Imperial College London (http:
//www3.imperial.ac.uk/plasticelectronics) for developing light sensing transis-
tors and low-autofluorescence foil filters.
We had responsibility of integrating all these individual components and technol-
ogy into a single packaged platform. We also collaborated with Saes Getters to develop
an automated encapsulation tool inside a glove-box for organic devices which is now
functional at CSEM SA. CSEM also worked together with MV to design and manu-
facture 3-channel passive microfluidics chip used during the project. More information
on Photo-FET could be found from reports submitted to EU commission or on project
website (http://www.bo.ismn.cnr.it/photofet/).
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I will keep the chapter content limited only to describe my contributions to integrate
hybrid and state-of-the art technologies into a real world sensing platform.
4.1 Introduction
The platform is based upon trans-illuminated fluorescence excitation and detection
as illustrated in figure 4.1. A light emitting (LE-FET) and light sensing (LS-FET)
field effect transistors are fixed on two side of a plastic microfluidic chip. They are
positioned in such a way that light generation region of LE-FET and light detection
region of LS-FET are directly facing each other through open slit or a window. The
open slit or window is the reaction chamber of the assay. The fluidic window is sealed
from both sides with a transparent tape. A long-pass filter is placed before LS-FET
and similarly a short-pas filter is placed after LE-FET. The analyte flows across the
microfluidic channel in between this stack. When light from LE-FET passes through
the channel it excites fluorescence which is then detected by the LS-FET on the other
side. The analyte could be flowing through the channel or immobilized on the sealing
film. The filter stack is optimized to block unwanted part of the spectrum of LE-FET
and only allow to pass as much as possible only fluorescent emission. The light source
could also be an OLED or an inorganic LED. Similarly the detection could be made
with an OPD or a Si photodiode, if required.
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Figure 4.1: Working principle and architecture of Photo-FET platform. - Mi-
crofluidic reaction chamber with a transparent window is sandwiched between LE-FET and
LS-FET. Fluorescent analyte flowing through or immobilized inside the chamber is excited
by LE-FET emission and generated fluorescence is detected by LS-FET. Spatial filtering
with short-pass filter after LE-FET and long-pass filter before LS-FET is included.
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4.2 Device physics
Critical aspects for a light emitting FET are; efficient electron and hole injection from
metal electrodes, active semiconductor materials sustain ambipolar field- effect trans-
port and efficient electro-luminescence emission, and trap-free dielectric surfaces to
support effective mobility of both electrons and holes at the dielectric/active material
interface.
Fundamental difference between a vertical geometry OLED and planar device such
as LE-FET is that charge transport occurs in the plane of device at dielectric/organic
interface[72]. In next two sections I will explain device physics of LE-FET and LS-FET.
4.2.1 LE-FET
Figure 4.2: LE-FET device physics adopted from Ref [73]. - (a) Schematic of tri-
layer LE-FET with each organic layer molecule shown on the side (b) Energy level diagram
of tri-layer indicating HOMO and LUMO levels of organic molecule with Fermi level of gold
contacts.
There are few different architectures of LE-FET that can be fabricated such as
single layer unipolar, horizontal p-n heterojunction, bilayer whose external quantum
efficiency (EQE) is not reported more than 0.5-0.6%. Because they suffer from exciton
quenching and photon losses as light emission region is close to metal electrode. In
Photo-FET we used tri-layer heterostructure LE-FET which demonstrates EQE=5%
which is two times higher than OLEDs (2.2%) based on same materials [73]. The device
architecture, organic layers and energy level diagram of such a device is shown in figure
4.2.
FET is fabricated on glass substrate with 150nm ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) and
450nm PMMA ( = 2.6) acting as gate contact and dielectric respectively. The active
region is made of three organic layers. First and third layer (green and blue) are
field-effect electron transporting (n-type, 7nm) and hole transporting (p-type, 15nm)
semiconductors. The middle layer (red) is light emitting host-guest matrix (40nm). On
top of device 50nm gold contacts are evaporated through shadow mask to make source
and drain contacts. As seen in figure 4.2 (b), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
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(LUMO) of n-type material is higher than LUMO of guest matrix (-3.3eV vs -3.5eV)
while highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of p-type is lower than guest (-5.8eV
vs -5.6eV). This allows electrons jumping down from n-type to host(DCM) and holes
jumping up from p-type to host(DCM) via guest(Alq3). The sublimation process is
optimized to form interface morphology of continuous multi-stack. An ambipolar FET
fabricated without host-guest matrix showed balanced mobility of 0.01cm2/V s with
no light emission. When the device is operated within unipolar regime (| VDS |=|
Figure 4.3: Electroluminescence and charge density correlation of LE-FET
adopted from Ref. [73] - (a) Unipolar regime linear correlation | VDS |=| VGS | (b)
ambipolar regime | VGS |<| VDS |, VDS = 90V
VGS |) a diode-like light emission occurs characterized by linear correlation between
electroluminescence and current density as seen in figure 4.3 (a). When biasing is
adjusted to allow simultaneous charge injection from source and drain (| VGS |<| VDS |)
then a new mechanism of electroluminescence is observed as seen in figure 4.3 (b)
produced by an ambipolar current.
Under ambipolar regime, light-generation takes place far from electrodes thereby
preventing photon losses and exciton quenching. Electrons and holes percolate from
transporting layers to middle guest-host layer where excitons are formed. LE-FET light
out-coupling efficiency is ∼ 27% which is higher than a typical OLED ∼ 20%.
4.2.2 LS-FET
Organic field effect transistors (OFET) are studied extensively and demonstrated for
backplane switching[74], RFID tag[75], sensing applications[76]. Light sensing OFETs
(LS-FET) were reported by ref [77, 78, 79] opening up new opportunities. LS-FET
can be fabricated with different architectures but we will focus on top-gate architecture
which was used during Photo-FET shown in figure 4.4 (a). Gold contacts are evaporated
on glass substrate to act as source and drain terminals. A blend of P3HT (Poly(3-
hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)) and PCBM([6,6]-Phenyl C71 butyric acid methyl ester) in
chloroform/chlorobenzene is spin coated. This forms a heterojunction semiconductor
forming domains of p-n junctions inside the thin film. After annealing to remove the
solvent substrate is spin coated with 300-500 nm fluorinated dielectric Cytop R©( = 2.1).
After annealing dielectric film, gate contact of aluminium (50-80nm) is evaporated on
the top.
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Figure 4.4: Working principle of Light sensing field effect transistor (LS-FET)
- (a) Top gate architecture (b) Energy level diagram (c) Current voltage characteristics in
dark and with green light, 100µW/cm2
Figure 4.4 (c) shows current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of LS-FET at VDS = 10V
and VGS =-20 to +80V, in dark (continuous lines) and under illumination of green light
at 100µW/cm2 optical power. The ambipolar V-shape in I-V characteristics is clearly
visible. Photocurrent gain of 10 is achieved with no change in dark current level before
and after illumination.
4.3 Design
4.3.1 Mask Layouts
ITO contacts for all devices are deposited and pre-patterned on the glass substrate.
For LE-FETs all organic layers are deposited by thermal sublimation and therefore a
shadow mask is needed for selective area evaporation of organic layers. Semiconduc-
tor layer and gate dielectric for LS-FET are solution processed by spin coating. For
source/drain metallic contacts on LE-FET and Aluminium gate contact for LS-FET,
another shadow mask is required.
Figure 4.5: Photo-FET Fluidic Chip - Made in black polystyrene by injection molding.
Fluidic channels are on backside of the chip.
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Three channel microfluidic chip has six reaction chamber windows each 1 x 3 mm2
in size, three rows and two columns format as shown in figure 4.5. Therefore all devices
needed to be in the same 3x2 format following exact dimensions. The size of each
Figure 4.6: LE-FET mask layouts - (a) Mask for gate contact of ITO (b) Organic layers
mask (c) Source drain contacts gold evaporation mask.
individual device was modeled and calculated. These devices needed to be well encap-
sulated to protect from degradation. The specifications for encapsulation process were
acquired from Saes Getters. Optimal dimensions for substrate size, encapsulation glass
and glue size, alignment margins were taken into account and the mask were designed in
collaboration with partners involved in fabrication of LE-FET and LS-FET. Figure 4.6
shows the mask layouts designed for LE-FET. Figure 4.7(a) shows how encapsulation
glass is positioned on the top (shadow area) and electrical contacts from source and
drain (green lines) are brought outside of encapsulation connecting to ITO pads on the
bottom edge of the substrate. Figure 4.7(b) shows how encapsulation constraints are
taken into account when designing the mask. Many of these specifications were placed
inside a scripting language in the mask design software CleWin allowing quick changes
of parameters without laborious work.
From this point onwards we will assume that LE-FET and LS-FET devices were
fabricated as per above designs. Now we will focus mainly on integration of these
devices in a sensing platform.
4.4 Problem of contacting ITO Pads
All electrical contacts to both types of devices are finally connected to ten ITO pads on
one edge of the substrate. Each one is 3-terminal devices which totals to 18 terminals -
2 contacts for common source (6), 2 contacts for common gate(6) and 6 individual drain
contacts (6). Since the LE-FET and LS-FET need to be mounted back-to back the most
sensible way for interfacing was to fabricate a custom holder consisting of two halves
that are screwed together, once all the components are placed. Figure 4.8 (left) shows
the cross-section of the holder. The electrical interconnects between the ITO lines of
the LE-FET or LS-FET and the PCB (green) for the connection to external measuring
equipment are provided by gold Zebra connector (orange). And figure 4.8 (right) shows
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Figure 4.7: (a)LE-FET mask overlapped in mask design software - Shows top-view
of encapsulation geometry shown for the case of LS-FET along with mask layout(b)Shows
close-in of the encapsulation strategy for a single detection zone, part of the glue frame and
the dryer (getter). Similar strategy was adopted for LE-FET design.
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the 3D-CAD assembly of the same. Reliably contacting ITO pads separated only by
1mm or is not possible by any other method. The zebra connector technique is used in
LCD monitors to contact screen glass with driver backplane.
Figure 4.8: - (left) Cross-section of Gen 1 holder for testing LE-FET and LS-FET(right)
3D assembly of the whole stack
Figure 4.9 shows how devices are assembled into the holder. LS-FET is fixed in the
(a) in contact with zebra connectors and then fluidics chip is inserted. That is why
LS-FET is not visible in (a). LE-FET is fixed in (b). During measurements two halves
are placed on top of each other tightly holding two devices with well aligned emission
and detection regions of each pixel.
Figure 4.9: - PCB that establishes the contact between electronics and FET arrays via
zebra contacts is fixed into holder. LS-FET is in (a) halve inside the box and LE-FET in
the (b)
At this point, we have successfully brought out electrical contacts from inside of an
encapsulated device to outside world.
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4.5 Spectral characteristics of integrated system
Transfluospheres are the fluorescent microbeads which are primary assay component in
Photo-FET. The different spectral positions of LE-FET, Transfluospheres and short-
pass (SP) and long-pass (LP) foil filters are displayed in figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: arg2 - Graph showing the emission spectrum of the green LE-FET (green
curve), the absorption (red dotted curve) and emission (red solid curve) spectra of the
Transfluospheres. The dotted blue and orange curve show the transmission spectra of a
stack of 3 short-pass (SP) and a stack of 3 long-pass (LP) filters, respectively. The solid
blue and orange line display the transmission spectra of a commercial short-pass and long-
pass foil filter, respectively.
The emission of the LE-FET does not exactly match the absorption of the Transflu-
ospheres, the spectral overlap is approximately 25%. In terms of filters the commercial
SP foil is spectrally better matched with respect to the absorption spectrum of the
Transfluospheres and has a five times higher transmission at the peak absorption of
the Transfluospheres. A significant tail of the LE-FET emission exists extending up to
750nm. For the green-sensitive P3HT:PCBM based LS-FET and organic photodiodes
this is not relevant since the sensitivity of these organic devices is near to zero for
wavelength larger than 650 nm.
4.6 Testing FET devices
4.6.1 LE-FET - LS-FET face-to-face
In order to test the integration of LE-FET and LS-FET our strategy is to start from
the simplest configuration, the face-to-face detection of emitted light from the LE-FET
array by the LS-FET array. The first experiment is to make an I-V sweep of the LS-
FET gate voltage from -40 V to +40 V, with and without light (see Figure 4.11). The
LE-FET is biased at Vg=-40V and Vd=-40V.
The blue and the red curve show the drain current with and without light, respec-
tively. One can observe a clear shift between the two curves, meaning that the LS-FET
is capable to detect the light emitted by the LE-FET. The shift within the curves of the
same color stems from a hysteresis effect when sweeping from negative to positive gate
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Figure 4.11: - Face-to-face detection of green LE-FET and green-sensitive LS-FET. The
LE-FET is biased at Vg: -40V and Vd: -40V. The blue and the red curve show the IV
characteristics of the LS-FET with the LE-FET switched on and off, respectively.
voltages or vice versa. At gate voltage of +1V we get good photocurrent gain and is
therefore used in the subsequent dynamic measurements. The LS-FET drain current
Figure 4.12: - Dynamic measurement showing LS-FET drain current with LE-FET
alternately turned on and off. The LE-FET is biased at Vg:-40V, Vd:-40V. A bias of Vg:
1V and Vd: -10V is applied to the LS-FET. The average step difference between the on and
the off state is 0.77 nA.
is monitored as a function of time while pulsing the LE-FET on and off (see Figure
4.12). A clear step-response can be observed. The average step difference between the
on and the off state is 0.77 nA.
The electroluminescence of LE-FET is depicted in figure 4.13. The average step
difference between the on and the off state is 0.77 nA. Considering that the LE-FET
was driven at Vg=- 40V, Vd = -40V, the emitted power in the green is roughly 105 nW,
the sensitivity of the LS-FET for green light in the given configuration is 7.3 mA/W.
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Figure 4.13: - I-V curve and electroluminescent power emitted by the green LE-FET.
4.6.2 LE-FET - Fluidic Chip - LS-FET
As a next step a blank microfluidic chip is inserted between the two devices (see Figure
4.14 (a)) and dynamic measurement is carried out by switching LE-FET on and off. As
expected, the insertion of the microfluidic window has reduced signal change to 0.348
nA from off to on state. This reduction is due to the fact that the LE-FET displays
Lambertian emission characteristics and any restriction of the emission angles by the
microfluidic window reduces the light power accordingly.
In summary green emission from a pixel from LE-FET array was detected by an
LS-FET pixel placed face-to-face, with and without a microfluidic window in between.
To our knowledge is a unique result demonstrated for the first time. In the next section
we will use LE-FET to excite fluorescence in Transfluospheres and Texas Red dye and
will try to detect the fluorescent emission by LS-FET.
4.6.3 Fluorescence measurements
For fluorescence excitation and measurements, a transparent BDK tape was laminated
onto bottom side of the microfluidic chip. Solutions of Texas Red and Transfluospheres
were drop-casted multiple times on the tape inside the fluidic window region to form
high concentration of fluorescent dye in the window.
No pulse could be detected on the LS-FET when tested with both Texas Red and
Transfluospheres
Based on these results it was clear that during time frame of the project, bio-sensing
would not be possible using LE-FET and LS-FET in pair. Decision was made to replace
them by a blue OLED and an OPD.
4.7 Blue OLED and OPD
Figure 4.25 shows spectral positions same as before but green LE-FET emission replaced
by blue OLED emission. In this case the overlap between OLED emission and the
absorption of Transfluospheres is ideal.
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Figure 4.14: - Dynamic measurement showing LS-FET drain current with LE-FET
alternately turned on and off. The LE-FET is biased at Vg:-40V, Vd:-40V. A bias of Vg:
1V and Vd: -10V is applied to the LS-FET. The average step difference between the on and
the off state is 0.35 nA
Figure 4.15: - (a)The emission from the LE-FET array is filtered by a short-pass filter
foil and excites the highly concentrated Transfluospheres located on the transparent foil
laminated to the lower side of the microfluidic cartridge. The fluorescent emission if any, is
filtered by a long-pass filter foil and picked up by the LS-FET array.(b)Dynamic measure-
ment showing LS-FET drain current as LE-FET is being switched. The LE-FET is biased
at Vg:-50V, Vd:-50V. A bias of Vg: 1V and Vd: -10V is applied to the LS-FET. No pulse
signal can be discriminated.(c) Same as (b) except dye is Texas Red and LE-FET is biased
at Vg:-45V, Vd:-45V. A bias of Vg: 1V and Vd: -10V is applied to the LS-FET. No pulse
signal can be discriminated.
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Figure 4.16: - Graph showing the emission spectrum of the blue OLED (violet curve) and
the absorption (red dotted curve) and emission (red curve) spectra of the Transfluospheres.
The dotted blue and orange curve show the transmission spectra of a stack of 3 SP and
a stack of 3 LP filters from ICL, respectively. The solid blue and orange line display the
transmission spectra of a commercial SP and LP foil filter, respectively.
Transfluospheres coated fluidic chip from FET testing was sandwiched as: Blue
OLED array - short-pass filter - fluidics - long-pass filter - OPD array as shown in
4.17 (a). A dynamic measurement was carried out by pulsing OLED on and off and
OPD current was monitored. Another pixel of OPD adjacent to active OPD was also
monitored to check pixel cross-talk. Both OPD currents are shown as blue (active)
and red(reference) in 4.17 (b). After this successful fluorescence test with OLED-
OPD, we made a control experiment by inserting a blank fluidic chip instead of dye
containing chip. For the same currents applied to OLED we saw no change in OPD
current. This means that what was detected on OPD was indeed fluorescence signal
from Transfluospheres.
4.8 Photo-FET Reader
Circumstances were such that out of all light generation and detection devices strongest
combination might not be from same family of device. As we found out that LE-FET
- LS-FET combination is not adequate. To be able to try all possible combinations, we
proposed a modular, portable and yet versatile integrated reader hereafter named as
Photo-FET reader or simply reader.
4.8.1 Mechanical Design
A schematic idea is presented in figure 4.18. It was designed into two types of reader
each consisting of two halves - upper and lower. Upper halves support OPD, LS-FET
or a silicon photodiode while lower halves support OLED, LE-FET or an inorganic
LED. All lower halves are mechanically compatible with all upper halves. So in short
any possible combination of light source with detector is possible. A mechanical 3D
CAD of the reader in same 2x2 combination form is shown in figure 4.19.
The holders accommodate all the electronic boards inside the assembly. Two sec-
tions clip into each other with a continuous slot on the perimeter. This slot also acts
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Figure 4.17: - (a) Blue OLED - SP filter - Transfluospheres - LP Filter - OPD config-
uration (b) Dynamic measurement showing current of OPD (blue curve) with blue OLED
alternately turned on and off . OLED is driven with different currents ranging from 800 A
down to 300 A mentioned on the plot. A reverse bias of -1V is applied to the OPD. For
reference an OPD of an adjacent detection window with no excitation is measured, giving
an indication about the cross-talk.(red curve)
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Figure 4.18: Modular integration concept - The final reader layout consists of 2
shells between which the microfluidic chip is placed. The shells contain inorganic LED or
OLED/LE-FET and inorganic PD or OPD/LS-FET for the excitation side and the detection
side, respectively.
Figure 4.19: Photo-FET reader 3D CAD - CAD representation of the various combi-
nations between excitation source and detector units.
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as light shield to prevent ambient light entering the system. Furthermore this slot also
provides cable guides. While clipping two halves together we have designed a locking
guide in the corner. The electronic boards are hold tightly in place by screws.
4.8.2 Electrical design
Figure 4.20: PHOTO-FET system architecture - The data acquisition is based on a
NI DAQmx device, custom designed circuits for all devices.
The electrical design was divided into three parts namely a switched input inte-
grating transimpedance amplifier for detectors, driver for OLED/LED/LE-FET and
control module which was part of data acquisition device. A design schematic is shown
in 4.20
Figure 4.21: - Photos of the 4 distinct PCBs: driving electronics for inorganic LEDs,
driving electronics for OLEDs/LE-FETs, detection electronics.
Figure 4.21 shows all four electronic boards fixed into their respective holder halves.
A software was developed in LabView to acquire, log and process the data.
Special contact mechanism engineered with gold plated zebra connectors and gold
plated contacts on PCB provided a hassle free insertion of substrates along with elec-
trical contacts. This mechanism is detailed in Figure 4.22.
Figure 4.23 demonstrates encapsulated blue OLED devices driven by integrated
electronics.
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Figure 4.22: - Detailed inside view of OLED/LE-FET holder.
Figure 4.23: - A working blue OLED-array in Photo-FET array design placed in Photo-
FET reader.
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4.9 Benchmarking of Photo-FET Reader
Molecular Vision’s (MV) current testing platform consisted of a single channel excita-
tion and detection system made up of high brightness LED for excitation and a large
area (10x10mm2) silicon photodiode mounted on an precision x-y stage for perfect
manual alignment. Measuring each pixel is a manually adjust and test process. This
benchtop platform is shown in figure 4.24. Photo-FET reader on the other hand mea-
Figure 4.24: - MV’s current benchtop test platform.
sured all six channels (3 main and 3 reference) simultaneously and is highly portable1
Therefore as a final benchmarking, it was decided to perform use same test chips with
MV’s reader and repeat those tests with Photo-FET reader. Inorganic LED and sili-
con photodiodes combination was used for benchmarking. Figure 4.25 shows relevant
spectral positions of LED with Transfluospheres. To cut near-infrared emission from
LED an infrared blocking hot mirror was also used in both system.
Figure 4.25: - Spectral characteristics of the system. Graph showing the emission spec-
trum of the blue OLED (violet curve) and the absorption (red dotted curve) and emission
(red curve) spectra of the Transfluospheres. The solid light-blue and orange line display
the transmission spectra of a commercial short-pass and long-pass foil filter, respectively.
Emission of inorganic green LED (green dotted) and IR blocking filters with cut-off at 700
nm and 750 nm (grey dashed) are also shown.
Figure 4.26 shows test chip in cross-section. Green LED emission is filtered by
a short-pass filter of blue and green specifically to pass only the wavelengths below
530nm. It passes through a linear polarizer foil and enters microfluidic chamber. The
1I had carried the reader to Italy in my bag, transported to-from MV’s office in London via courier,
it still works.
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Figure 4.26: - Chip cross-section
three cardiac markers assay based on Transfluospheres namely Troponin-I, CK-MB and
Myoglobin (one in each channel) runs passively through the chip. Analyte is captured
on DBEF polarizer foil which is a reflective foil recycling the excitation light many times
in the channel exciting more fluorescence. This emission along with part of excitation
then passes through second crossed linear polarizer and long-pass filter to block almost
all of green light from LED. IR filter blocks the electroluminescent tail from LED and
silicon photodiodes on other side detect mainly the Transfluospheres emission.
Figure 4.27: - Dose-response curve obtained with Photo-FET reader
Figure 4.27 shows dose response obtained with five chips measured at CSEM SA
which were pre-measured by MV. They have similar response. At this point platform
was validated with single test.
Later on, as a part of deliverable of the project, MV carried out extensive testing
with the reader and the results of comparison between MV’s benchtop reader and
Photo-FET reader are presented in figure 4.28. Photo-FET reader performs equal or
better than benchtop reader. In coefficient of variation (CV) tests (not shown here but
in the final report of Photo-FET) too Photo-FET reader performed better or equal
with benchtop reader.
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Figure 4.28: - Final Performance Comparison between MV’s benchtop reader and Photo-
FET reader.
4.9.1 OLED - Si Photodiode Test
We also performed same test with 5 chips using OLED and silicon photodiode pair. The
response for each concentration is shown in 4.29 (a) and extracted response is in (b).
As observed, though the signal is obtained it stays within the standard deviation of the
signal. This may come from two main contributions - either long electroluminescent
tail of blue OLED which is not blocked by filter stack or blue OLED power is simply
not enough to excite fluorescence signal above background signal. (OLED 60µW/cm2
compared with in-organic LED which is 100s to 1000s µW/cm2)
Figure 4.29: OLED - Silicon photodiode combination - Left shows real time response
from chip to chip. Right graph shows individual dose extracted.
4.10 Conclusions
LE-FET devices are very promising for integration with sensing applications. In the
head-on geometry in Photo-FET array structure, rectangular excitation pulses emitted
by a green Alq3-based LE-FET were successfully picked-up and quantitatively measured
with a green-sensitive P3HT:PCBM-based LS-FET. This is, to our best knowledge, a
world premier! The absolute power emitted (≈ few hundreds of nW) by LE-FETs still
has to improve to become more relevant into real world applications.
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When tried to measure fluorescence excitation and emission by LE-FET and LS-
FET respectively, no signal could be detected, using proper combination of filter stack.
The signal is basically covered by the electronic noise even though the fluorophores
concentration was much higher compared to typical concentrations used by MV.
The integration platform we developed is highly versatile and allows to test all
the devices developed in the Photo FET project, including electro-optical and fluidic
systems. Several combinations of light sources and detectors thanks could be bench-
marked. Namely these include:
• inorganic light source and detector configuration, allowed benchmarking with the
MVs existing bench-top device testing platform
• OLED platform (organic light source and inorganic detector)
• LS-FET and LE-FET platform
Multiple concentration assay chips from all three tests (myoglobin, troponin-I and
CK-MB) were measured on both the MV’s reader and the Photo-FET reader. Similar
calibration curves were obtained. This demonstrated the successful development of a
modular optical fluorescence reader capable of simultaneously measuring the amount
of analyte in three different cardiac assays all on a disposable microfluidic based test
chip. This is a significant result as it reduces the testing workhorse from a bench-top,
single channel to a much more compact and portable format.
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5Conclusions and Outlook
Three different architectures of fluorescence detection based sensor platforms are demon-
strated. Each one trying to solve different problems using various approaches.
BioPLC platform’s main strength lies in efficient coupling of photoluminescent emis-
sion into a single mode waveguide without using gratings(> 25%). We started with
a settings using MEH-PPV as PL layer which creates massive background signal due
to large overlapping of emission spectra of PL and analyte fluorophore. From such
sub-optimal combination, platform improved with each experiment going from a mini-
mum detected concentration of 100µg/ml to finally reaching 7µg/ml. It minimized the
problem of PL layer decay by using F8BT layer combined with good encapsulation.
Reduction in overlap was achieved by using large Stoke shift (>100nm) fluorophore
Surelight P1. Prevention or further reduction of the overlap or absorbing the tail emis-
sions must be primary goal of any future technical work. Because any strategy to
enhance fluorescence signal gain from analyte will in turn also increase contribution
from PL layer. We also manufactured a portable demonstrator for BioPLC platform.
BioCOP platform started with exploration of an idea to overcome integration prob-
lem. We identified a major problem of assembly of multiple components especially
the fluidic channel. A solution of double sided simultaneous embossing of those struc-
ture was demonstrated. All the components were systematically designed along with
detailed formulation. With fabricated designs dose-response curves were obtained. Ex-
periments progressively improved the limit of detection (LOD) to 100ng/ml/(6.6pM).
During this work a programmable gain, integrating transimpedance amplifier circuit
board was designed. The complete control system combined with precision clock con-
trol is available for use. The amplifier was extensively used in the Photo-FET project.
Capability of design and fabrication of high in-coupling efficiency gratings on plastic
substrates along with integrated fluidics was exploited and demonstrated.
Photo-FET project was an EU project which completed at the end of 2012. Overall
the project was successful and we received good review from EU commission. Tech-
nically LE-FET and LS-FET integration was demonstrated into a portable platform.
However the performance were not adequate regarding their bio-sensing capabilities.
The Photo-FET reader developed during the project was highly successful performing
equal or better than an expensive benchtop reader.
BioPLC platform is based upon single mode Ta2O5 waveguide deposited on glass.
While BioCOP and PhotoFET are based upon mass producible plastic substrate. Their
comparison from cost perspective is in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of platforms from cost perspective
BioPLC BioCOP PhotoFET
Consumable Substrate Cost High Very Low Low
Fully disposable platform Possible No Yes
Reader Cost Very Low Medium Low
Figure 5.1: Platforms Comparison - Comparison of the platforms developed during the
work. BioPLC and BioCOP platform used similar immunoassay and analyte. Photo-FET
work is compared with the equivalent commercially available system.
From maturity point of view Photo-FET platform or Molecular Vision’s platform
is at very high maturity. Advantages of Photo-FET like direct through illumination is
that it is independent from many of the optical and geometrical properties of the chip.
MV is developing their product platform based on OPDs and in-organic LEDs and we
hope to see their product soon.
BioCOP and BioPLC have both passed proof of concept stage and are in feasibility
stage. BioCOP chip can be tuned to any given specification with minimal effort using
formulations presented in the thesis. It has opportunity to explore more. Integration
of other types of sensing schemes in the fluidic chamber could enhance the signal gain.
It is not necessarily limited to evanescently excited fluorescence only.
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Appendix A
Appendix
Figure A.1: Simulation of optical field at the interface - Device is shown on the left,
calculated steady state electric field is shown (middle) for θin < θC (right) for θin > θC
FDFD method was implemented in Matlab and also in Python after following online
course by Prof. R.C. Rumpf at University of Texas El Paso. Simulation of monochro-
matic light beam incident upon interface between COC (n = 1.53) and water (n = 1.33)
is performed. Figure A.1 shows the device and the plot of calculated steady state elec-
tric field when incident angle is smaller/larger than the critical angle of the interface.
Fluorescence emission from a dipole very close the interface between two optical
media is modified[31, 80, 81, 82][32][83][34]. When the dipole is in rarer medium major
part of the emission occurs in so called forbidden region. This causes fluorescence to
get trapped or in-coupled into the denser medium. The model proposed of Lukosz et al.
is implemented in Python programming language. The figure A.2 shows the condition
at the interface and corresponding radiation pattern calculated from the model. The
Y-axis on radiation pattern is normalized with power emitted in absence of interface.
Higher the contrast between the refractive index of the interface media, higher the
emission into the forbidden region.
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Figure A.2: Radiation pattern of dipole close to optical interface - (left) Schematic
of the interface (right) Plots are for s+p polarization added together. Red plot is for COC-
Air interface and Green plot is for COC-Water interface.
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